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ABSTRACT 
The behavior of a steel pipe pile in sand subjected to lateral load is examined by three-
dimensional finite element (FE) analyses using the commercially available software 
package ABAQUS/Standard 6.10 EFl. The sand around the pile is modeled using a 
modified form of Mohr-Coulomb soil model. The modifications involve the nonlinear 
variation of elastic soil modulus with mean stress and the variation of mobilized angle of 
internal friction and dilation angle with plastic shear strain, which are implemented in 
ABAQUS/Standard using a user subroutine. Numerical analyses are also performed by 
using the LPILE software which is based on the p-y curve approach and widely used in 
design for estimating lateral load capacity of pile foundations. The FE and LPILE results 
are compared with the results of two full-scale tests available in the literature. It is shown 
that the FE model better simulates the response of a pile under lateral load. Comparing 
the numerical results with the full-scale test results, some limitations of the p-y curve 
method are highlighted. 
In the second part of the study, finite element analyses are performed to estimate the 
pullout capacity of a suction caisson subjected to oblique loading. Three-dimensional 
finite element analyses are performed using ABAQUS/Standard 6.10 EF 1 finite element 
software. The effects of two key variables, loading angle and mooring line position, are 
investigated. The finite e lement results are compared with centrifuge test results avai lable 
in the literature. The maximum pullout capacity is obtained when the mooring line is 
attached at approximately 75% depth of the caisson for the cases analyzed in this study. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 General 
Pile foundations have been widely used in onshore and offshore to resist the lateral, axial 
and inclined load applied to structures. Onshore piles are commonly used in foundations 
of multistoried buildings, retaining walls, bridge foundations, electric poles and other 
onshore structures. Offshore piles are used in offshore platforms, Floating Production 
Storage Offloading vessels (FPSOs) and other offshore structures. Pile foundations are 
mainly used where shallow foundations are not practical. They are also used in situations 
where the soil layers near the ground surface do not possess enough strength to bear the 
load coming from the structure and to transfer the load to a deep stronger soil layer. 
The design of offshore piles is different from onshore piles. Onshore pile foundations 
resist mainly dead loads of the structures and some live loads whereas offshore piles are 
designed to resist deadweight of the structures, environmental loads induced by waves, 
wind and current, loads due to earthquake and offshore geohazards like submarine 
landslides. The consideration of lateral load depends on types of structure and expected 
loading phenomena. For example, multistoried buildings are usually subjected to high 
wind load and earthquake load and need to resists a high amount of lateral loading. Fixed 
offshore platforms are also subjected to lateral load coming from wind and current. Long 
steel pipe piles are commonly used in both onshore and offshore. In addition to axial 
-----
capacity, the lateral load carrying capacity of these piles is equally important in the 
design. The load on a pile could be inclined upward in some cases. For example, suction 
caissons (also known as suction pile) are widely used in offshore for anchoring Floating 
Production Storage Offloading vessels (FPSOs), which have been accepted as a 
sustainable economic solution for deep water development projects. Suction caissons are 
preferred to other type piles in floating offshore structures because of the substantial 
savings from reduced materials and installation times. They are also more 
environmentally friendly than driven piles as they may be removed by reversing the 
direction of pumping. 
1.2 Scope of the Work 
Over the last couple of decades finite element (FE) modeling techniques have been 
improved significantly in addition to computing facilities . In this study, FE analyses have 
been performed for modeling the pile foundations. The FE analyses are performed using 
the commercially avai lable software package ABAQUS/Standard 6.10 EF 1. The response 
of pile foundations in sand under lateral load is studied. Two types of pile foundations are 
analyzed: (i) a long steel pipe pile subjected to lateral loading, and (ii) a suction pile 
subjected to lateral and inclined upward loading. For the long steel pile under lateral 
loading, numerical analyses are also performed using the LPILE software, which is based 
on the p-y curve method. The FE and LPILE results are compared with the results of two 
full-scale tests from the literature. For the suction pile, three-dimensional finite element 
analyses are performed to estimate the pullout capacity of a suction pile subjected to 
oblique loading. 
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1.3 Objectives 
The main objective of this study is to quantify the load carrying capacity of a single steel 
pile under lateral load and a suction caisson (pile) under oblique load. The response of the 
pile is calculated using the fundamental soil properties such as friction angle, dilatancy 
and stiffness as input parameters in FE analyses. The built-in Mohr-Coulomb model 
available in ABAQUS can not simulate the post-peak softening behavior of the dense 
sand. A modified form of Mohr-Coulomb model is implemented into the ABAQUS FE 
software using user subroutines to show the effects of nonlinearity of elastic modulus 
with mean effective stress and the variation of mobilized angle of internal friction and 
dilation angle with plastic shear strain. The FE results are compared with full-scale test 
results and centrifuge test results and also with the results of LPILE which is widely used 
software in the industry for calculating lateral load-deflection behavior of pile. 
1.4 Organization of Thesis 
This thesis consists of a total of five chapters presenting the outcomes of this M.Eng 
research. It starts with this chapter presenting the objective and background of the study. 
Chapter 2 presents the review of previous works related to pile foundations under lateral 
loading and suction piles under oblique loading. Attention is given to the various 
modeling techniques including theoretical, numerical and physical modeling. Physical 
modeling consists of three main categories including small-scale tests, full-scale tests and 
centrifuge tests. 
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Chapter 3 presents FE analysis of laterally loaded long steel piles. The performance of 
FE modeling techniques is shown by comparing the results with two pile load test results 
and LPILE results. 
Chapter 4 presents finite element analysis of a suction pile under oblique loading. A total 
of 25 cases are analyzed to evaluate the pullout capacity of a suction pile and the results 
are compared with centrifuge tests. 
Finally, Chapter 5 presents the conclusions of the study and some recommendations for 
further studies in these areas of research. 
1.5 Contributions 
The present study shows the 
• applicability of FE techniques, incorporating a better soil model of sand, 
for modeling piles in onshore and offshore environments under lateral and 
inclined loads; 
• effects of the nonlinear variation of elastic modulus and post-peak 
variation of mobilized angle of internal friction and dilation angle of dense 
sand; 
• comparison of finite element and the p -y curve method; and 
• effects of loading angle and mooring positions on pullout capacity of a 
suction pile in sand. 
4 
2.1 Introduction 
Chapter 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Pile foundations have been widely used in various civil engineering structures for many 
years to resists axial, lateral and other forms of loads from structures. They are used 
where shallow foundations are not practical, especially when the top soil layer does not 
possess enough strength to carry the load, and pile foundations help to transfer the 
structure load to a deeper soil layer. Widely used piles are usually made of steel or 
concrete although timber piles are used in some cases. The shape of the pile could be 
square, rectangular or circular. Again steel pipe piles could be open-ended or closed 
ended. Moreover, piles could be installed in sand or in clay either single or in a group. 
The capacity of a pile depends on all the above factors. A large amount of research was 
devoted to this subject in the past. In order to conduct the literature review in a systematic 
way on the focused area of present study, the research available mainly on free-headed 
single steel pipe pile in sand under lateral load is presented in the following sections. It is 
also to be noted here that group piles are often used for foundations . The response of 
group piles depends on interaction between the piles in the group and pile head fix ity 
with pile cap. As the focus of the present study is to model single piles, the research on 
group piles under lateral load is not discussed in the present literature review. 
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In offshore, another form of pile known as suction caissons are widely used especially for 
anchoring Floating Production Storage Offloading vessels (FPSOs). Suction caissons 
could be installed in sand or in clay seabed. Again in the following sections, the research 
available on suction caisson in sand is mainly presented in order to avoid any confusion 
as the response of a suction caisson in clay is different from that of in sand. 
2.2 Laterally Loaded Long Piles in Sand 
When lateral load is applied on the top of a long pile in sand, the load is transferred to the 
soil along the length of the pile depending upon the mobilized soil resistances as a 
function of lateral deflection of the pile at that depth. Figure 2-1 illustrates the 
distribution of soil stresses on a cylindrical pipe pile before and after pile deflection. 
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(a) Before pile deflection (b) After lateral denectio• 
Figure 2-1: Distribution of soil pressure on a pile under lateral load (modified after 
Reese and Van Impe, 2001) 
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The response of a pile to an applied lateral load depends on the following factors: i) pile 
length, ii) pile bending stiffness, the product of the Young's modulus of the pile (Ep) and 
the moment of inertia (lp), iii) soil stiffness, and iv) the degree of fixity of the head of the 
pile (Salgado, 2008). A long pile usually deflects laterally as shown in Fig. 2-1; however, 
a short pile rotates as a rigid body. The focus of the first part of the present study is the 
response of a long pile under static lateral load. Several methods have been proposed in 
the past for modeling this behavior, which is classified into three categories in this study: 
(i) theoretical method, (ii) physical modeling and (iii) numerical analysis. 
2.2.1 Theoretical Methods 
The response of a laterally loaded pile is a three-dimensional nonlinear soil-structure 
interaction problem. The deflection of the pile and the mobilized soil reaction depend on 
each other. Two approaches are available for modeling lateral resistance and deflection of 
laterally loaded piles. In the first method the soil mass surrounding the pile is treated and 
modeled as a homogeneous continuum (Prakash and Sharma 1990) and in the second 
method the pile is considered to be supported by an array of independent springs (also 
known as Winkler spring model). The simplest form of analysis of laterally loaded piles 
is the subgrade reaction method, where the soil stress-strain behavior is assumed to be a 
set of linear springs. As the soil behavior is nonlinear, the nonlinearity was incorporated 
in the springs and analyses were performed numerically when an analytical solution is 
not possible for complex boundary conditions. This method is known as the p -y curve 
method, which is often used in the current design practice. 
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2.2.1.1 Limit State Method 
The limit state method is based on earth pressure theory. When a pile is subjected to 
lateral load, the excessive deflection could cause the failure. It could be either due to the 
failure of the pile or due to failure of the surrounding soil. Hansen ( 1961) proposed a 
method for estimating the ultimate lateral resistance of vertical piles based on earth 
pressure theory. He developed simple limit state methods for short rigid pile for free or 
fixed head conditions. Both short term (undrained) and long term (drained) conditions 
were considered. It is applicable to clay or sand and to multilayered soils. 
Broms (1964 a, b) proposed methods for calculating the ultimate lateral resistance based 
on earth pressure theory simplifying the analyses for purely cohesionless and purely 
cohesive soils for short rigid and long flexible piles. Design charts similar to Fig. 2-2 
have been developed for estimating the ultimate lateral resistance of a pile. 
Figure 2-2: Curves for design of long pile under lateral load in cohesionless soil 
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While the design chart shown above is very useful for estimating the ultimate lateral 
resistance, it does not provide the load-deflection behavior. In the current design practice 
based on limit state design method, the deflection of the pile head is required to be 
estimated to meet the criteria required for the serviceability limit state design. 
2.2.1.2 Subgrade Reaction Method 
The subgrade reaction method is based on the beam on elastic foundation. In this method, 
the pile/soil behavior is idealized as a Winkler foundation (1876) in which the soil 
response is modeled as a series of independent linear elastic springs (Figure 2-3). 
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Figure 2-3: Subgrade reaction approach 
This method is relatively simple and can incorporate factors such as nonlinearity, 
variation of subgrade reaction with depth, and layered systems. It is able to calculate 
deflections, moments, shear force and reactions on the pile. However, this method suffers 
from the disadvantages that it ignores the continuity of the soil, and the modulus of 
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subgrade reaction is an empirical parameter that depends on the foundation size and 
deflection (Reese and Matlock, 1956). 
2.2.1.3 p-y Curve Method 
The p-y curve method, the most widely used in design due to versatility and simplicity, 
has been developed to account for non-linearity between soil pressure and pile deflection 
at any point along a pile, which are capable of calculating lateral capacity of piles beyond 
the elastic range. Reese et al. ( 197 4) proposed a method to define the p -y curves for static 
and cyclic loading. A modified version of Reese et al. (1974) is employed by the 
American Petroleum Institute (API 2000) in its manual for recommended practice. Both 
of these models have been implemented in the different versions of commercially 
available software LPILE (e.g. LPILE Plus 5.0, 2005). 
Figure 2-4 presents the schematic diagrams of the p-y curve at various depths of the pile 
based on the Winkler springs model. In the p-y curve method of analysis, the pile is 
modeled as an elastic member, whereas the soil is modeled as a series of nonlinear 
springs. The shapes of the load-deflection relationships are described by specific p-y 
curves representing each independent spring. The p-y curve is a function of soil 
properties (e.g. stiffness and strength) and pile (pile type and geometry). The p -y curves 
represent the soil response along the pile length by relating pile deflection and soil 
reaction. 
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Figure 2-4: Set of p-y curves at various depths below soil surface (Reese et al. 1974) 
The p -y curve methods developed by Matlock (1970) and Reese et al. (1974) are semi-
empirical models in which soil response is characterized as independent nonlinear springs 
(Winkler springs) at discrete locations. 
Madhav et al. (197I) have employed an elasto-plastic Winkler model, while Kubo (1965) 
has employed the following nonlinear relationships between pressure p, deflection y, and 
depth x. 
(2.1) 
Where k, m, n are experimentally determined coefficients. The governing differential 
equation incorporating Eq. 2.I has been solved using finite difference method. 
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As mentioned before, the p-y curve developed by Reese et al. (1974) is widely used in the 
current design practice. For establishing the p-y curve, three portions of the curve should 
be studied which are the initial stiffness of the curve, the ultimate capacity of the soil and 
the transition portion between the initial curve and the final soil capacity curve (Fig. 2-4). 
The p-y curve in Reese et al. (1974) consists of four segments: (i) initial linear segment, 
which is mainly governed by the coefficient of initial modulus of horizontal subgrade 
reaction, k. As shown in Fig. 2-4 that the horizontal subgrade modulus (Kh) increases 
with depth (x) as Kh=kx (ii) parabolic segment between the initial linear segment and 
lateral displacement of b/60, (iii) linear segment between lateral displacements of b/60 
and 3b/80, and (iv) constant soil resistance segment after lateral displacement of 3b/80. 
Here, b is the width of the pile. 
A modified version of Reese et al. ( 1974) is employed by the American Petroleum 
Institute (API 2000) in its manual for recommended practice. API (2000) recommended 
the following hyperbolic function to establish p-y curves for sand. 
p = Ap, tanJ kx y) ·~ Ap,, (2-2) 
Where, A is a factor to account for cyclic or static condition, Pu= ultimate bearing 
capacity (kN/m) and k = coefficient of initial modulus of subgrade reaction (kN/m3) . The 
value of Pu depends of three empirical factors as discussed in the following section. Other 
parameters have been described previously. For static loading, the value of A depends 
upon depth and width of the pile as A=3.0-0 . 8xlb~0 .9 while for cyclic loading A=0.9 is 
recommended (API 2000). 
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Figure 2-5 shows the variation of initial modulus of subgrade reaction (k) for sand under 
and above the ground water table as a function of friction angle of sand as recommended 
in API (2000). 
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Figure 2-5: Coefficient of initial modulus of subgrade reaction, k (API, 2000) 
Norris and his co-workers (e.g. Noris, 1986; Ashour and Norris, 2000) proposed the 
strain wedge (SW) for modeling lateral soil pile response. The basic configuration is 
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shown in Figure 2-6.The p-y curves obtained from SW method for a given soil is not 
unique but depends upon the neighboring soil and pile properties . 
r 
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b. Deflection Pattern of a Lall::raily Loaded Pile 
and Associated Strain Wedge 
c. Strain Wedge Model Sublaym 
Figure 2-6: Basic Configuration of SW Model (Ashour and Norris, 2000) 
In addition, several researchers worked on the development of p -y curves for sands. A 
brief summary of these works are presented in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2-1: Summary of p-y curves (Revised from Byung et al., 2004) 
References Remarks 
Kondner (1963) Introduced the hyperbolic function from the results of the stress-
strain relationship of soil in triaxial compression tests. 
Kubo (1965) Developed nonlinear equation of soil pressure, pile deflection and 
depth. 
Madhav et al . (1971) Proposed an elasto-plastic Winkler model. 
Reese et al. (1974) Suggested the function from the results of the full-scale tests 
performed at Mustang Island. The function consists of three 
segments having two straight lines connecting by a parabola. 
Scott (1980) Developed the bilinear function from the results of centrifuge tests. 
Det Norske Veritas Proposed the function of combined hyperbolic and linear from the 
(1980) results of full-scale and model tests. 
Murchison and O'Neil Established the function from back analyses of full-scale 
(1984) instrumented pile load test on sand. 
Norris ( 1986) Developed strain wedge model based on the Wedge theory. 
Wesselink eta!. (1988) Established the function from the results of the full-scale tests in 
calcareous sand of the Bass Strait. 
API (2000) Proposed hyperbolic relationship based on Reese eta!. (1974) 
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Comments on selection of soil parameters for the p-y curve method: 
Two commonly used p-y curve methods widely used in the design are Reese et al. (1974) 
and API (2000). As mentioned before that both of them are empirical in nature and 
developed from experimental observation instead of doing rigorous theoretical 
formulation or numerical analysis. In these methods the initial and final segments of the 
p-y curve is established first and then connected them using appropriate curves. The main 
difference between Reese et al. (1974) (Fig 2-4) and API code is that in the API code, the 
coefficient of initial modulus of subgrade reaction (k) and ultimate resistance (pu) of the 
soil is defined differently. As these two parameters are the key input parameters of the p-
y curve method, the selection of these parameters is discussed below. 
Coefficient of initial modulus of subgrade reaction (k): 
Table 2.2 shows the various recommendations for the values of k for laterally loaded 
pi les in sand. As shown in this table that Terzaghi (1955) recommended a range of value 
for different density of soil. For example, medium sand in submerged condition the value 
of k could vary between 2.2 and 7.3 MN/m3. On the other hand, Reese et a!. (1974) 
recommended some values of k which are 2.6 to 4.8 times higher than average values of 
Terzaghi 's recommendation. As mentioned by Reese et al. (1974) that their 
recommended values of k are simply based on initial straight line portion of the p-y curve 
measured in the field test. Note that, this recommendation is based on very limited field 
data. The API code (2000) revised this and recommended the variation of k as a function 
of~, as shown in Fig. 2-5 . 
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Table 2-2: Recommended values ofk for the ofp-y curves method 
Value of k (MN/mJ) 
Loose Medium Dense 
sand Sand sand 
Dry or moist 0.95-2.8 3.5-10.9 13.8-27.7 
Terzaghi (1955) 
Submerged 0.57-1.7 2.2-7.3 8.7-17.9 
Reese eta!. (1974) Above water table 6.8 24.4 61.0 
LPILE Plus 5.0 Submerged 5.4 16.3 34.0 
American Petroleum Above water table 
Fig. 2.5 
Institute (API 2000) Submerged 
Both in Reese et al. (1974) and API (2000), the horizontal subgrade modulus Kh increases 
with depth as Kh=kx. Note that, Kh represents the elastic behavior of soil, and therefore 
the variation of K17 with depth in fact represents the effect of confining pressure on elastic 
modulus. It has been shown by many researchers that the elastic modulus increases with 
confining pressure as a power function with an exponent of about 0.5 rather than 1 
(linear). Based on model pile load tests, Yan and Byrne ( 1992) confirmed that the linear 
variation of Kh with depth does not fit the test data as shown in Fig. 2-7. In the present 
study (Chapter 4), a power function is used to vary the elastic modulus which better 
represents the soi l behaviour. 
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Figure 2-7: Comparison of measured and API recommended subgrade reaction 
(Van and Byrne, 1992) 
Ultimate soil resistance (pu): 
Reese et al. (1974) also computed the ultimate soil resistance theoretically. The 
companson of theoretical and measured values is not satisfactory and therefore, an 
empirical adjustment factor (A) is recommended. The value of A varies with depth as 
shown in Fig. 2-8 (a). On the other hand in the API code, three empirical coefficients (C~, 
C2 and C3) are required to calculate the value of p 11 • The coefficients C1, C2 and C3 are 
also function of~~ as shown in Fig. 2-8(b ). 
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Angle of internal friction(~'): 
As shown in Figs. 2-5 and 2-8 that the value of k and coefficients Cr, C2 and C3 are 
function of ~·. Therefore, the selection of appropriate value of ~, is very important for 
successful simulation of lateral response of a pile foundation. However, it is a very 
difficult task. For example, in dense sand the value of ~'decreases from the peak to 
ultimate with the increase in shear strain. Now the question is which value of~, should be 
used to find these coefficients (k, C1, C2 and C3) if the stress-strain behavior of dense 
sand is given from laboratory tests. The API (2000) recommended a method to calculate 
a design value of~, if the relative density of sand is known as discussed in Section 3.3.3 . 
However, comparing with full -scale test results several authors (e.g. Rollins et al. , 2005) 
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showed that it significantly underestimates the lateral load for a given lateral 
displacement if API recommended <j>' is used. It is to be noted here that selecting 
appropriate values of k and adjustment factors for Pu, one might match the calculated 
values and full-scale test results as shown in Fig. 2-9 (e.g. Reese et a!., 1974). Further 
discussion on this comparison is provided in Chapter 3.The aim of the present study is to 
check whether the response of a laterally loaded pile can be simulated using fundamental 
soil properties which can be obtained from laboratory and field tests, avoiding above 
empirical factors. 
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Figure 2-9: Comparison between full-scale test and computed results using p-y curve 
method (Reese et al. 1974). 
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2.2.2 Physical Modeling 
Over the years researchers also conducted model tests in order to develop the theoretical 
framework for estimation of lateral load capacity of a pile. To review these works 
systematically, physical model tests have been classified into three categories: (i) Small-
scale test, (ii) Centrifuge test and (iii) Full-scale tests. 
2.2.2.1 Small-scale Tests 
As full-scale pile load testing is very costly, many researchers conducted small-scale 
tests. Reese et al. (1981) performed laboratory tests on piles of 25 mm diameter to 
investigate the behavior of piles under lateral loading in layered cohesionless soils. 
Experimental results were compared to results from theoretical analysis, and fair to good 
agreement was obtained. 
Meyerhof et al. (1988) carried out lateral load tests on flexible model piles and a small 
pile groups in loose sand. They suggested that the ultimate lateral resistance of flexible 
piles can be expressed in terms of an equivalent rigid pile by using an effective 
embedment depth. 
Yan and Byrne (1992) presented a series of model test of single vertical piles in sand. 
The field stress conditions are simulated using hydraulic gradient similitude method. It 
was found that the p-y curves are highly nonlinear and stress-level dependent but are 
insensitive to the Young modulus and pi le diameter. The API recommended p-y curves 
are significantly different from the experimental observed p -y curves. A parabolic 
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function fits the experiment results well. They also suggested a modification of the API 
recommended p -y curve that should utilize elastic modulus, a fundamental soi l property, 
rather than subgrade reaction, which is an empirical factor. They also found that API-
based p-y curves under predict the pile response at large deflection owing to their 
unrealistically low ultimate soil resistance. 
Mahmoud and Burley (1994) investigated the behavior of unrestrained single model piles 
in cohesionless seabed sand under static lateral loads. Various parameters which 
influence the lateral load capacity of single piles including breadth, depth of embedment 
and cross-sectional shape of the pi le were studied. 
Poulos et a!. ( 1995) presented a series of laboratory tests on single model piles embedded 
in calcareous sand subjected to lateral movement to examine the key parameters 
influencing the maximum bending moment in the pile. Normalized expressions for the 
maximum bending moment were also derived, which show an agreement with the 
experimental results and the theoretical predictions based on boundary element program. 
Kim et a!. ( 1998) conducted a series of model test on the behavior of single steel pipe pile 
subjected to lateral load embedded in Nakdong River sand to estimate the effect of non-
homogeneity, constraint condition of pile head, loading rate, relative density, embedded 
length, and flexural stiffness of pile. A new Y parameter equation was developed for the 
modulus of subgrade reaction proportional to the depth. 
Patra and Pise (200 I) investigated the response of model single pile and pile groups in 
dry sand subjected to lateral loads. The load-displacement response, ultimate resistance, 
and group efficiency with spacing and number of piles in a group have been investigated. 
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They also proposed analytical methods to predict the lateral capacity of piles and pile 
groups. 
Although small scale laboratory tests are relatively less expensive, it has a number of 
limitations. One of the major limitations is that the shear strength of sand depends upon 
effective stress of the soil, which cannot be modeled properly in a small-scale test and 
therefore, the test does not represent actual field stress conditions. These limitations could 
be overcome by conducting centrifuge or full-scale tests. 
2.2.2.2 Centrifuge Tests 
In the late 1970' s the first set of tests were conducted in a geotechnical centrifuge to 
study the behaviour of laterally loaded piles (Scott, 1979a& b). Nunez et al. (1987) 
performed 17model pile tests at Cambridge University to investigate lateral load 
performance of offshore piles in calcareous soil. The test comprised monotonic and 
cyclic lateral loading on single piles and group piles of diameters in the range 0.3 m to 
2.1 m to validate scaling factors and the application of the work. Terashi ( 1989) 
conducted a series of centrifuge tests and demonstrated the reliability of centrifuge 
modeling of laterally loaded piles. He performed 6 similar tests at different accelerations. 
The results showed good consistency and thus validate centrifuge modeling of laterally 
loaded piles. Grundhoff et al. ( 1998) conducted a series of centrifuge tests at an 
acceleration of 50g to model lateral impact loading. These tests involved long flexible 
piles constructed from aluminum tubes. The major findings from this report were 
centered on the investigation of energy dissipation, which occurred as a result of plastic 
soil deformations. 
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Me Yay et al. ( 1998) conducted a series of centrifuge test on single and group piles. The 
model pile was constructed from a soil aluminum square bar of 9.525 mm diameter and 
304.8 mm length. Tests were conducted using Florida sand mine. The main attempt of 
this study is to investigate group effects and to validate the p-y multiplier concept. 
However, the response of the single pile is similar to the presents study. 
Dyson and Randolph (200 1) conducted centrifuge tests to study the response of piles 
embedded in calcareous sand under monotonic lateral loading and recommended p-y 
curves with a magnitude of lateral resistance as a function of cone penetration resistance. 
A number of features, including method of installation, rate of loading, and pile head 
restraint have been studied. Modification factors have also been developed to allow for 
different methods of installation and different rates of loading. 
Scott et al. (2005) performed eight dynamic model tests on a 9 m radius centrifuge test to 
study the behavior of single piles ranging from 0.36 m to 1.45 m diameter and group piles 
ranging from 0. 73 m to 1.17 m diameter in gently sloping nonliquefied crust over 
liquefiable loose sand over dense sand. Effects of crust strength, pile diameter, pile cap 
dimensions and soil-pile interaction in liquefiable ground are studied in these 
experiments. The direction of lateral loads was shown to depend on the direction of the 
incremental and total relative movements between the soil and piles. 
Bouafia and Bouguerra (2006) presented the results of an extensive programme of 
centrifuge modeling of single piles under lateral loads in the sand to investigate the effect 
of the proximity of a sandy slope on the response of a single pile. The slope influence 
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factor on pile deflections was derived for the configuration tested. The large 
displacements behavior of single piles in sand was also studied. 
Duhrkop et a!. (20 1 0) conducted centrifuge experiments on laterally loaded piles to 
observe the pile behaviours and the lateral resistance from the soil. 
2.2.2.3 Full-Scale Tests 
Full-scale pile load tests are costly and are considered only for large projects. While pile 
load tests were conducted for many engineering projects for design the test results are not 
available in the public domain. In the following sections, some pile load tests in the area 
of present research (long pipe piles in sand) are discussed. 
Cox et a!. (1974) reported the results of a suit of full-scale lateral load tests in sand at 
Mus tang Island. Tests on a single pile were conducted using a pipe pile of 610 mm 
diameter and 9.53 mm wall thickness. A 9.75 m length of the test pile near the ground 
surface was instrumented to obtain the response of the pile under lateral load. Lateral 
load was applied using a hydraulic jack at 0.3 m above the ground surface. Data was 
collected for lateral load increments of 11.1 kN up to 66.6 kN and then in increments of 
5.56 kN to a maximum lateral load of266.9kN. 
Prakash and Kumar (1996) developed the load-displacement relationship for single piles 
subjected to lateral load in sands considering the soil nonlinearity using subgrade reaction 
based on the 14 full-scale lateral pile-load tests. An empirical equation of modulus 
degradation with strain and depth has also been proposed. This method over predicts the 
load for a specific displacement compared to the p -y solutions. 
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Ruesta and Townsand ( 1997) conducted an isolated single pile and a large-scale test 
group of 16 prestressed concrete piles subjected to a static lateral loading in sand 
overlying a partially cemented sand. The p-y curves developed from SPT correlations and 
PMT results provided reasonable prediction. 
Rollins et al. (2005) performed a full-scale lateral load test on single and group piles 
embedded in medium dense sand to evaluate pile/soil interaction effects. Pile head 
deflection and bending moment under lateral load are measured using dial gauges and 
strain gages. Comparing the response of a single pile with group piles the group effects 
were investigated . Pile load test results are also compared with numerical analyses using 
LPILE and the SWM method. 
Weaver et al. (2005) conducted a full-scale lateral load test on a 0.6 m cast-in-steel 
(CISS) pile in sand liquefied by controlled blasting. The soil resistance and displacement 
are presented as the p-y curves and compared to static sand p-y curves resulting from 
three simplified analysis, which is also compared to the test results. The shape of the back 
calculated p-y curves for liquefied sand is significantly different from the shape of 
standard p-y curves. 
Bouafia (2007) conducted five full-scale horizontal loading tests of single piles in two 
sandy soils to define the parameters of p-y curves, namely the initial lateral reaction 
modulus and the lateral soil resistance to correlate with the pressure meter test 
parameters. 
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While the pile load test results only for a steel pipe pile is discussed, tests on concrete or 
steel H-piles are also available in the literature. A brief summary of some of the tests is 
given in Table 2-3. 
Table 2-3: Summary of pile load test 
Pile material Diameter Soil type Reference 
or width (mm) 
Steel pipe 406 Dense, medium to find Alizadeh (1970) 
sand 
Steel H-pile 370 Dense, medium to find Alizadeh ( 1970) 
sand 
Prestressed 406 Dense, medium to find Alizadeh ( 1970) 
concrete sand 
Steel pile 609 Medium sand Cox eta!. (1974) 
Timber 305 & 356 Loose sand Wagner ( 1953) 
Drilled shafts 1220 Dense sand overlaying Long and Reese 
clay (1984) 
Steel pipe 324 Loose to medium dense Rollins et a!. (2005) 
sand underlain by clay 
Pressed 760 Loose fine sand underlain Ruesta and 
concrete by partially cemented sand T ownsand ( 1997) 
Concrete 300 Very dense sand with silt Ismael (2007) 
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2.2.3 Continuum Modeling 
Continuum modeling of pile foundations under lateral loading has been performed 
mainly in finite element framework. There are two approaches in the finite element 
method to handle laterally loaded pile. In the first approach, the laterally loaded pile is 
modeled using axisymmetric elements that could save the computational time. In the 
second approach, full three-dimensional analyses are preformed using brick elements. 
Analyses of laterally loaded piles using the finite element method have been conducted 
by a number of investigators. Desai and Appel (1976) performed three-dimensional finite 
element analysis for linear and non-linear soil behavior. They found that the relative 
movements at the soil-pile interface have a significant influence on pile behavior. 
Beguelin et a!. ( 1977) performed two-dimensional finite element analysis of laterally 
loaded piles using an elastic-perfectly plastic model for the soil with Tresca yield 
criterion. The influence of the shape of the pi le and yield strength of soil has been 
investigated. 
Randolph ( 1981) developed simple algebraic equations from the results of elastic finite 
element analysis to compute lateral deflections, rotations and bending moments in the 
pile. Faruqe and Desai (1982) presented results of three-dimensional finite element 
analysis considering both material and geometric non-linearities. Drucker-Prager 
criterion was used to model the nonlinear behavior of soil. 
Brown and Shie ( 1991) conducted three-dimensional nonlinear finite element analyses to 
study the lateral load deflection behavior of piles in undrained loading of saturated clay 
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or drained loading of sands. They used von Mises and Drucker-Prager criterion to model 
soil behavior as perfectly elastic-plastic. Their model also allows soil/pile separation at 
the interface. 
Yang and Jermic (2002) present finite element analysis of a single pile in elastic-plastic 
soils in uniform sand and clay soils as well as cases with sand layer in clay deposit and 
clay layer in sand deposits. They generated p-y curves from their FE analyses and then 
compared with commonly used p-y curves. 
Trochanis eta!. (1991) examined the nonlinearity of soil behavior and separation/slippage 
between the pile and soil from a series of axisymmetric FE modeling of a free-head 
flexible pile subjected to lateral load. The nonlinear Durcker-Prager soil model was used 
in this study. 
The advantages of FE method for analyzing a laterally loaded pile are: (i) Various 
geometry and boundary conditions for soil/pile system can be considered, (ii) Advanced 
soil model can be incorporated, although for most of the previous studies elastic or 
elastic-plastic models are used, (iii) Instead of independent springs, the continuity of soil 
mass and pile-soil interface behavior can be taken into account, and (iv) soil behavior can 
be defined using fundamental soil properties instead of any empirical relations 
2.3 Inclined Loaded Suction Pile 
As mentioned in Chapter-1 , the second part of this study is devoted to suction piles under 
oblique upward loading. In the following sections, the literature review on this issue is 
presented. Suction piles are usually composed of a single or multiple cylinders of large 
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diameter and relatively shallow penetration depths. It is usually made of steel, one end 
open and the other end closed that is installed in the ground mainly by suction applied by 
pumping water out of the caisson interior. These novel foundation systems can be 
installed within 24 hours and are preferred to piles because of substantial savings from 
reduced materials and installation times. They are also more environmentally friendly 
than piles as they may be removed as easily as installed, simply by reversing the direction 
of pumping. Figure 2-10 shows the different parts of a typical suction pile. 
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Figure 2-10: (a) Typical Geometry of Caissons half (Dilip 2004), (b) Caisson in place 
(Source: Mercier, 2003). 
Suction caissons have been widely used in . offshore industries ranging from anchoring 
floating facilities to offshore foundations . It is used as a foundation for Tension Leg 
Platform (TLP) and taut mooring line for FPSO (Floating Production, Storage and 
Offloading) as shown in Figure 2-11 . 
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Figure 2-11: Caissons used as foundations for (a) Tension Leg Platform (TLP) and 
(b) Catenary and taut mooring lines (Dilip 2004) 
Suction caissons are an attractive option with regard to provide anchorage for floating 
structures in deep-water as they offer a number of advantages in that environment. They 
are easier to install than driven piles and can be used in water depths well beyond where 
pile driving becomes infeasible. Suction caissons have higher load capacities than drag 
embedment anchors and can be inserted reliably at preselected locations and depths with 
minimum disturbance to the seafloor and adjacent faci lities. Sparrevik (2001) estimated 
that there are as many as 300 suction caissons in operation around the world. 
Geometrically the suction piles are larger in diameter than typical piles used for 
foundations. 
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Figure 2-12 shows examples of suction piles used for various projects m the world. 
Suction Caissons could be installed both in clay and sand seabeds, although the 
mechanism during installation is different. Houlsby and Byrne (2005a, b) present the 
design procedure for installation of suction piles in sand, clay and other geomaterials. Not 
only sand or clay, the installation of suction caisson in sand with silt layers is also 
investigated (e.g. Watson eta!. , 2006; Tran eta!., 2007). 
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Figure 2-12: Caisson foundations used in various projects (Byrne 2000) 
The pull-out capacity is one of main requirements when a suction caisson is used m 
mooring systems for deep water oil and gas development projects. The caisson IS 
normally pulled by a chain connected to the pad eye on the side of the pile (Figure 2-1 0). 
The inclined pull-out capacity of a suction caisson depends on both horizontal and 
vertical load capacity. 
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The capacity of suction caissons in holding tensile loads results from the combined effect 
of the foll owing components (Albert et al. , 1987): 
1. Passive suction developed under the caisson sealed cap; 
2. Self-weight ofthe caisson, foundation template, and ballast (if any); 
3. Shearing or frictional resistance along the caisson-soil interfaces; 
4. Submerged weight of the soil plug inside the caisson; and 
5. Reverse end bearing capacity. 
The very first use of suction caissons was presented by Mackereth (1958) for holding 
down a piston corer during Lake-bed sampling operations. Later model testing was 
performed by Goodman et al. (1961) to evaluate the pullout resistance of an inverted cup 
type anchor subjected to different type of vacuum pressure in various moist soils. In the 
following sections, literature reviews are presented based on the selected field tests, 
laboratory tests, centrifuge tests and numerical analysis. 
2.3.1 Field Tests 
A large number of small-scale field tests and full-scale tests were carried out by several 
researchers to develop installation procedures and load capacities of suction caissons. The 
aspect ratio (L/ D) of the caissons tested ranged from 1 to 1 0 and both sandy and clayey 
soi l conditions were examined. During the tests, the caisson behavior was recorded under 
various loading conditions. In the fo llowing paragraphs, a review of selected fie ld tests is 
presented. 
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Brown and Nacci (1971) conducted model tests on suction anchoring systems to study 
the behavior and the flow characteristics of the anchor in granular soil. Five basic 
elements are examined: anchor housing, penetration skirt, pump, load transmission 
element, and fixed porous stone mounted inside the skirt to prevent liquefaction of the 
sand. 
Hogervorst ( 1980) performed three full-scale field tests on suction cmsson anchors 
having 12.5 ft (3.8 m) diameter with length ranging from 16.4 to 32.8 ft (5 to lOrn), 
installed in sandy and clayey soils. The objectives of the tests were to study installation 
characteristics of the caissons and measure their axial as well as lateral capacities. The 
successful field tests provided an opportunity for systematic evaluation of the potential of 
caissons to anchor floating production facilities and proved the feasibility of installing 
caissons by the application of suction. 
Two large-scale field penetration tests were performed by Tjelta et al. (1986) to collect 
important design information of the CONDEEP Gulfaks C fixed concrete platform 
consisting of two steel cylinders of 23 m height and 6.5 m diameter connected to each 
other through a concrete panel. The objectives of the testing program were to observe tip 
resistance and wall friction and to learn more about the uncertain factors related to 
installation and operation. The success of the tests proved the feasibility of installing long 
skirts by suction. 
The first major structure installed in dense sand usmg suction caissons was Statoil's 
Draupner E riser platform (formerly Europipe 1611 1 E) in the North Sea. This was 
installed successfully during 1994 in 70 m water depth. The caisson foundations were 12 
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m in diameter and the skirts were 6 m long, and designed to be installed with suction. The 
design for the installation was based on a combination of field testing, laboratory testing 
and finite element modeling. Statoil installed a second caisson-founded structure in the 
North Sea in 1996 (Sieipner T). 
Cho et al. (2002) also carried out a series of field tests on steel suction caissons having 
inside diameter ranging from 0.5 m to 2.5 m and length of 5m installed in silty sand in 
water depth of about 1Om. The objective of the tests was to validate the response of the 
caissons observed during small-scale (model) laboratory tests (Bang et al., 2000). 
Similarly, field tests are also available in clay, which is not discussed in detail in this 
thesis as the focus of this study is to model caissons in sand. Dyvik et al. (1993) 
conducted field tests on four small-scale suction anchors consisting of four cylinders with 
0.87 m diameter and 0.82 m length installed in soft clays at the Snorre oil and gas field in 
the North Sea. Keaveny et al. (1994) investigated five large-scale field model tests on a 
suction anchor installed in saturated clay, which was subjected to static and cyclic 
horizontal loads. 
2.3.2 Laboratory Tests 
Laboratory model tests on suction caissons were performed by several researchers to 
investigate the performance of caissons under various conditions. Laboratory tests can be 
divided into vacuum anchors and caisson anchors categories. 
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Tests on Vacuum Anchors: 
Brown and N acci ( 1971) carried out a series of laboratory test consisting of 14 tests in 
loose sand and 15 tests in dense sand on vacuum anchors having 254 mm diameter and 
44 mm embedded length to study their behaviour and water flow characteristics. The test 
results show a linear relationship between pullout capacity and applied suction. 
The vacuum anchors are shallow surface foundations generally used for providing 
temporary anchorage and require that the water be pumped out during their application to 
generate the required capacity (Wang eta!., 1975). The aspect ratio of the anchors tested 
ranged from 0.1 to 2.1 and different soil types were considered. Linear increase in pullout 
capacity was observed with increasing suction, supporting earlier findings by Brown and 
Nacci (1971). Later, Wang eta!. (1977) developed equations to estimate the pullout 
capacity of vacuum anchors based on observed failure mechanisms and adopting Mohr-
Coulomb failure criteria. Wang et a!. (1978) presented sample design examples to 
demonstrate practical applications of the anchors. 
Helfrich et a!. (1976) conducted a series of 12 laboratory tests on vacuum anchors having 
a diameter of 496mm and a length of 254mm installed in the sand to generate additional 
test data for design purposes. 
Tests on Caisson Anchors: 
Helfrich et a!. (1976) examined the failure modes of suction anchors tested in medium to 
fine grained sand. The degree of dependence of anchor performance on the flow rate of 
water through the anchor chamber was also observed. A 400 mm diameter and 250 mm 
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in depth pile was modeled to determine the pullout force in submerged sand. The weight 
of the sand plug retained by the anchor was found to be related to the flow rate. Failure of 
the sand occurred in the vicinity of the cutting edge of the suction anchor and consisted of 
many small shear failures that appeared as a horizontal bumpy surface. 
Larsen (1989) conducted 15 laboratory tests on model suction caissons with diameters 
equal to 100 mm, 200 mm and 300 mm and a length 38lmm. The model suction caissons 
were installed in sandy and clayey soils to observe the mechanical behaviour of the soil 
and caisson during installation and determine the lateral load capacity under static and 
cyclic loads. 
Steensen-Bach (1992) performed 77 laboratory tests on suction caissons with an aspect 
ratio ranging from 1.67 to 3.33 and a diameter ranging from 48 mm to 80 mm installed in 
sandy and clayey soils. The goals of the study were to identify the contribution of suction 
generated during pullout to the capacity and obtain additional test data to develop design 
procedures. 
Byrne and Houlsby (2000 and 2002a) conducted an experimental investigation on suction 
caissons subjected to a variety of cyclic loads, installed in oil-saturated sandy soil. The 
authors did not observe any degradation of caisson capacity under cyclic loading but did 
observe some effect of the rate of load application on the caisson response. 
Laboratory tests in clay are also avai lable in the literature, which is not again discussed in 
detail in this thesis. Cauble ( 1996) reported 14 laboratory tests on a model suction caisson 
installed in K0-normally consolidated clay samples. Coffman (2003) carried out nine 
laboratory tests on a model suction caisson in normally consolidated kaolin subjected to 
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horizontal load applied at various points along the lower half of the caisson to improve 
analytical methods for design of such caissons. 
2.3.3 Centrifuge Tests 
To estimate the pullout capacity of suction piles, a large number of centrifuge tests have 
been conducted in the past. Again the tests mainly in the sand are discussed in detail and 
some tests in clay are also briefl y highlighted. 
Allersma et a!. (2000) conducted a series of centrifuge tests to estimate the horizontal 
bearing capacity of suction piles in sand and clay. The effects of several parameters were 
investigated including the height/diameter ratio, the attachment point of the cable and 
loading angle. Figure 2-13 shows the typical load-displacement curve for the tests in 
sand. The initial 20 mm displacement is mainly because of cable stretching. As the exact 
displacement of the caisson is not known, the formulation of the load-displacement curve 
for the caisson is difficult. However, there is a clear peak value that represents the 
bearing capacity of the caisson. The measured bearing capacity was compared with the 
API standard and also with FE analysis. The horizontal bearing capacity based on API 
recommendations is conservative while the FE results show a very good agreement with 
the test results. Comparison between numerical and measured load-displacement 
response was not preformed. 
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Figure 2-13: Typical load displacement curve m centrifuge test (AIIersma et al. 
(2000)) 
Lee et al. (2003) conducted a series of centrifuge test on suction anchors to determine the 
horizontal and inclined load capacity. They also investigated the effects of depth, the 
location and direction of loading. The maximum pullout capacity in sand is obtained 
when the padeye is located at approximately 85% of the length of the caisson from the 
top. 
Kim et al. (2005) conducted a series of centrifuge tests to determine the capacity of an 
embedded suction anchors in sand. In addition to the loading point and load inclination 
angle, the effects of flanges on pullout capacity are investigated. They also found that the 
pullout capacity increases if the padeye location is moved downward and the maximum 
value was obtained when the padeye is located at approximately 67% of the caisson 
height from the top. Kim et al. (20 1 0) further presented a series of centrifuge test results 
on pullout capacity of suction caisson. They showed the simi lar response for mooring 
position and load inclination angle as discussed before. 
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Bang et al. (20 11 ) reported a series of centrifuge tests on a model suction pile in medium 
dense sand to determine its inclined pull-out capacities. The tests were conducted by the 
Daewoo Institute of Construction Technology between 2007 and 2008. The main 
variables of the study were the load inclination angle and the point of mooring line 
attachment which varies from the top to bottom of the suction pile and maximum pullout 
capacity. Further details about these tests and comparison with the present FE analyses 
are shown in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 2-14: Schematics of model suction pile and pulling locations (Bang et al. 
2011) 
A large number of centrifuge tests were also conducted for suction caissons in clay. 
Clukey and Morrison (1993) reported a series of centrifuge tests to investigate the 
response of steel suction caisson foundations under axial pullout load in soil conditions 
typically encountered in the Gulf of Mexico. Randolph et al. (1998) performed centrifuge 
tests on suction caissons subjected to quasi-horizontal loads applied through a catenary 
mooring system and compared the test results with the theoretical predictions using a 
three-dimensional upper bound solution. House (2000) presented results from a series of 
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geotechnical centrifuge tests conducted to study installation and response of a scaled 
prototype caisson in clay. Cao et al. (2001 and 2002a) presented results of eight 
centrifuge tests in clay conducted at C-CORE's centrifuge center. 
2.3.4 Numerical Analysis 
The upper bound and FE methods verified with the results of laboratory and centrifuge 
tests are the most popular methods to predict the pullout capacity of suction anchors. 
However, several issues and uncertainties related to capacity estimation and failure 
mechanisms are still unresolved. Most of the FE analyses available in the literature are 
for suction caissons in clay. 
Erbrich (1994) conducted a senes of finite element analysis using the ABAQUS FE 
software to estimate the capacity of suction caisson foundations of fixed offshore 
platforms. The comparison between FE predictions and the results of a number of model 
tests conducted by Wang et al. (1978) shows the applicability of FE analyses to estimate 
foundation capacity. Drucker-Prager and Drucker-Prager with cap plasticity models were 
adopted to model the nonlinear behavior of dense sand. 
Bang and Cho (1999) carried out three-dimensional FE analyses using ABAQUS FE 
software to evaluate vertical, horizontal and inclined load capacity. The sand was 
modeled as elastic-perfectly plastic material using the Drucker-Prager plasticity model. 
Deng and Carter (2000) presented finite element analyses of a suction caisson in sand 
assuming axisymmetric loading conditions. Analyses were performed using the finite 
element software package AFENA and Mohr-Coulomb soil model. The effects of various 
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parameters were investigated including embedment, load application point, load 
inclination angle, friction angle of the soil, dilatancy and the initial stress state. 
As the focus of the present study is to model suction caissons in the sand, the FE 
modeling of suction caissons in clay is not discussed in detail here. However, a list of FE 
analysis of suction caisson in clay is shown in Table 2-4. 
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Table 2-4: Summary of numerical analysis in suction caissons 
References FE Modeling Notes 
&Constitutive model 
Suction Qile in sand 
Erbrich ( 1994) ABAQUS FE, Estimated the capacity of the suction 
Drucker-Prager and caissons for fixed offshore platform. 
Drucker-Prager cap 
Bang and Cho ABAQUS FE, Studied vertical , inclined and lateral load 
(1999) Durcker-Prager capacity. 
Deng and Carter AFENA, Mohr- Estimated inclined pull-out capacity m 
(2000) Coulomb drained condition. 
Suction Qile in clay 
Sukumaran et a!. ABAQUS FE, von Calculated lateral load capacity; conducted 
(1999) Mises yield criterion two- and three-dimensional FE analyses. 
Handayanu et a!. ABAQUS FE, Studied vertical uplift and inclined load 
(1999 and 2000) modified Cam clay and compared with model test results. 
Zdravkovic et a!. FE, modified Cam Studied the effects of load inclination, skirt 
(200 1) clay, MIT-E3 length, caisson aspect ratio and soil 
anisotropy on behaviour of suction piles. 
Cao et a!. (2002b& ABAQUS FE, Studied vertical pullout capacity, compared 
2003) modified Cam clay with centrifuge test results 
Aubeny et a!. FE & Simplified Proposed procedure to estimate load 
(2003a,b) upper bound solution, capacity of suction caisson anchors as a 
von Mises yield function of the load attachment point 
criterion location and load inclination angle. 
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2.4 Summary 
In this chapter, a comprehensive literature review is presented on the two focused areas 
of the present research, namely lateral load capacity of a flexible pile and pullout capacity 
of suction caisson in sand. Experimental, numerical and theoretical studies were 
performed in the past. 
In the current design practice, uncoupled nonlinear p-y curves are widely used to 
calculate the lateral load deflection behaviour. The formulation of p-y curves is somehow 
empirical. The FE analyses performed in the past did not consider the effects of post -peak 
softening behavior of dense sand including the reduction of dilation angle and friction 
angle with accumulated plastic strain. 
Limited number of research is available in the literature on FE modeling to estimate the 
pullout capacity of suction caissons in sand. Three-dimensional FE modeling using an 
appropriate soil constitutive model verified with the physical model test results might 
give further confidence in estimated pullout capacity. 
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Chapter 3 
NUMERICAL MODELING OF A LATERALLY LOADEDE 
LONG FLEXIBLE PILE IN SAND 
3.1 General 
In this chapter, the behavior of a steel pipe pile in sand subjected to a lateral load is 
examined by finite element (FE) analysis. Three-dimensional finite element analyses are 
performed for pure lateral load applied above the ground surface. The FE analyses are 
performed using the commercially available software package ABAQUS/Standard. The 
sand around the pile is modeled using a modified form of Mohr-Coulomb soil model. The 
modification involves the variation of mobilized angle of internal friction and dilation 
angle with plastic shear strain. The nonlinear variation of elastic modulus with mean 
effective stress is also considered in the present FE analyses. These important features of 
a soil constitutive model have been implemented in ABAQUS/Standard using a user 
subroutine. Numerical analyses are also performed using the LPILE software, which is 
based on the p-y curve method. The FE and LPILE results are compared with the results 
of two full-scale tests. It is shown that the FE model can successfully simulate the 
response of a pile under lateral load. By comparing the numerical results with the full-
scale test results, some limitations of the p-y curve method are highlighted. 
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3.2 Introduction 
The lateral resistance of pile foundations is one of the key design considerations in many 
civil engineering structures both in onshore and offshore applications. Wind, wave, 
earthquake and ground movement might create significant lateral load on pile 
foundations. The response of a pile under lateral load is governed by complex three-
dimensional soil/pile interaction behaviour. Various approaches have been proposed in 
the past for analysis of a laterally loaded pile. Hansen (1961) proposed a method for 
estimating the ultimate lateral load resistance of vertical piles based on earth pressure 
theory. Broms (1964 a, b) also proposed methods for calculating the ultimate lateral 
resistance based on earth pressure theory simplifying the analyses for cohesionless and 
cohesive soils for short rigid and long flexible piles. Meyerhof et a!. ( 1981 , 1988) also 
proposed methods to estimate the ultimate lateral resistance and groundline displacement 
at the working load for rigid and fl exible piles. 
The lateral deflection of the pile head is one of the main requirements in the current 
design practice, especially in limit state design. Mainly two approaches are currently 
used for modeling the lateral load deflection behaviour of piles. In the first approach, the 
response of soil under lateral load is modeled using nonlinear independent springs in the 
form of p-y curves, where p is the soil-pile reaction (i .e. the force per uni t length of the 
pile) andy is the lateral deflection of the pile. Then using the concept of a beam-on-
elastic foundation the problem is solved numerically. The p -y curve method is very 
similar to the subgrade reaction method except that in the p-y curve method, the soil 
resistance is nonlinear while in the subgrade reaction method, it is linear with 
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displacement. Reese et a!. (1974) proposed a method to define the p-y curves for static 
and cyclic loading. A modified version of Reese et al. (1974) is employed by the 
American Petroleum Institute (API 2000) in its manual for recommended practice. Both 
of these models have been implemented in the commercially available software LPILE 
Plus 5.0 (2005). Ashour and Norris (2000) showed that the "Strain Wedge" model is 
capable of evaluating some additional effects such as bending stiffness of the pile, pile 
shape, pile head fixity and depth of embedment on the p-y curves. The second approach 
of modeling laterally loaded piles is based on continuum modeling. Poulos (1971) 
presented finite element analysis of a single pile situated in an ideal elastic soil mass. 
Finite element analyses of single piles under lateral load have also been conducted by 
other researchers (Brown and Shie 1991, Kimura eta!. 1995, Wakai eta!. 1999, Yang and 
Jeremic2002). Brown and Shie (1991) performed three-dimensional finite element 
analysis modeling the soil using von Mises and extended Drucker-Prager constitutive 
model. Trochanis et a!. (1991) examined the effects of nonlinearity in soil stress-strain 
behaviour and separation or slippage between the soil and the pile surfaces. In addition, 
there are some full-scale test results (e.g. Cox eta!. 1974, Long and Reese 1985, Brown 
1985, Rollins et a!. 2005, Ruesta and Townsend 1997) and centrifuge test results (e.g. 
Nunez et a!. 1987, Me Yay et a!. 1998, Grundhoff et at. 1997, Dyson and Randolph 2001) 
are available in the literatures which were used in the previous studies for model 
verification. 
The purpose of this chapter is to presents a series of three-dimensional finite element 
analysis of a long steel pipe pile in sand subjected to lateral load. The finite element 
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results are compared with LPILE analysis, and also with the results of two full-scale tests. 
The limitations of the p-y curve method are discussed based on lateral response of the 
pile. 
3.3 Finite Element Modeling for Cox et al. (1974) 
The numerical analyses presented in this study are carried out using the finite element 
software ABAQUS/Standard 6. 1 0-EF -I. The finite element results are verified using the 
fu ll-scale test results reported by Cox eta!. (1974). The full-scale test site was located at 
the Shell Oil Company tank battery on Mustang Island, near Port Aransas, Texas. The 
test setup is shown in Figure 3-1. An excavation of 1.68 m (5 .5 ft) was carried out first to 
remove the soil near the ground surface and to reach the groundwater table. 
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Figure 3-1: Idealized soil and pile load test setup (redrawn from Reese et al. 2001) 
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There was a clay layer of 0.76 m (2.5 ft) near the groundwater table. This clay layer was 
also removed and filled with clean sand similar to in-situ condition. Pile load tests were 
conducted for static and cyclic loading. In this paper, comparison is performed only with 
the test results of a single pile under static load. Lateral load tests were conducted for a 
steel pipe pile of 610 mm diameter and 9.53 mm wall thickness. As shown in Figure 3-1, 
the top 9. 75 m length of the test pile was instrumented to obtain the response of the pile 
under lateral load. A total of 40 strain gauges were placed in the instrumented section of 
the pile. Lateral load was applied at 0.3 m above the ground surface using a hydraulic 
jack, and the load was measured using a universal load cell. The lateral deflection under a 
given lateral load was measured at two points above the load using two deflection 
gauges. The data was analyzed and the response was reported for lateral load increments 
of 11 .1 kN up to 66.6 kN and then in an increment of 5.56 kN to the maximum lateral 
load of266.9kN. 
The finite element modeling in this study is carried out in Lagrangian framework. 
Considering geometry of the problem and loading conditions, the advantage of symmetry 
is used and only hal f of the model under lateral load is analyzed. A soil domain of 20m 
diameter and 30 m height as shown in Figure 3-2is modeled. The pile is located at the 
center of the soil domain. The size of the soil domain is sufficiently large and therefore, 
boundary effects are not expected on predicted lateral load, displacement and 
deformation mechanisms. The bottom of the soil domain is restrained from any vertical 
movement while the curved vertical face is restrained from any lateral movement using 
roller supports. The symmetric vertical xz plane is restrained from any movement in the 
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y-direction. No displacement boundary condition is applied on the top, and therefore the 
soil can move freely. 
Figure 3-2: Finite element model 
Both soil and pile are modeled using the solid homogeneous C3D8R elements, which are 
8-noded linear brick elements with reduced integration and hourglass control. The size of 
the mesh has a significant effect on finite element modeling. Often, finer mesh yields 
more accurate results but computational time is higher. For successful FE modeling, finer 
mesh is used in the critical sections. The top five to ten pile diameters depth is critical for 
modeling piles under lateral load. Therefore, finer mesh is used for the upper 6.0mofsoil 
and a medium mesh is used for 6.0 to 21.0 m depth. For the soil layer below the pile 
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(>21m depth) coarse mesh is used, as it does not have a significant effect on load-
displacement behaviour of the pile. Based on mesh sensitivity analyses (Figure 3-3) with 
different mesh sizes and distribution the optimum mesh consists of 18,027 C308R 
elements, shown in Figure 3-2 is selected for the present FE analysis. 
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Figure 3-3: Mesh sensitivity analysis 
3.3.1 Modeling of pile and soil/pile interface 
A free-head steel pipe pile of 610 mm (24") outer diameter with 9.53 mm (3/8") wall 
thickness is modeled in this study. The embedded length of the pile is 2 1m. Lateral 
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displacement is applied at 0.3 m above the ground surface. Summing the nodal force 
component in the x-direction at the point of loading, the lateral force is calculated. The 
pile is modeled as linear elastic material with a modulus of elasticity (Ep) of 
208x 106 kN/m2 and Poisson ' s ratio (vp) of 0.3. As shown later, the stress in the pile 
remains below the elastic limit even at the maximum displacement applied and therefore, 
the modeling of the pile as elastic material is valid. 
The Coulomb friction model is used for the frictional interface between the outer surfaces 
of the pile and sand. In this method, the friction coefficient (~-t) is defined as ~-t=tan($~), 
where $~ is the pile/soil interface friction angle. The value of $~ depends on surface 
roughness of the pile and effective angle of internal friction,$'. Kulhawy (1991) 
recommended the value of$~ for steel pipe piles in the range of 0.5$' to 0.9$', where the 
lower values are for smooth steel piles. The value of ~-t=0.4 is used in this study. 
3.3.2 Modeling of Soil 
Two boreholes were drilled at the Mustang Island pile load test site. Field tests and 
laboratory experiments on collected soil samples from these boreholes were conducted 
for geotechnical characterization (Cox et a!. 1974). It was shown that the soil at the pile 
load test site is mainly sand with varying fine contents and relative density. A thin clay 
layer at 12.5 m depth was encountered. In the present study, this clay layer is neglected as 
it does not have a significant effect on lateral behaviour of the pile. The top 0- 6m is a 
medium dense sand layer followed by a dense sand layer (Reese and Van Impe, 2001). 
Based on borehole logs, the soil profile is idealized as two sand layers for numerical 
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analyses as shown in Figure 3-1. The geotechnical parameters used in the numerical 
analyses are shown in Table 3-1 . These parameters are estimated from the information 
provided in borehole logs and the soil investigation. 
When a dense sand specimen is sheared in drained condition, the shear stress increases 
with shear displacement as shown in the inset of Figure 3-4. The peak shear stress is 
reached at a relatively small strain and then strain softening is occurred. The strain at 
which the peak shear stress is developed depends upon the density of soil and applied 
normal/confining stress. At large displacement, the shear stress remains constant which is 
considered as the critical state. The volume of a dense sand specimen is increased with 
shear displacement, which is normally characterized by dilation angle (\If). At the critical 
state, shearing is occurring at constant volume. Most of the numerical analyses conducted 
in the past for modeling laterally loaded piles used a constant value of ~, and \jf. An 
appropriate value between the peak and ultimate condition is needed for this type of 
analyses. 
In the present FE analysis, the strain softening behavior is modeled by varymg the 
mobilized friction angle (~') and dilation angle (\If) with plastic shear strain 
(PEMAG= /~zP 1 :sP 1 ). The variation of~' and \jf for medium and dense sand used in the 
'-1 3 
analysis are shown in Fig. 3-4. The critical state friction angle (~,c) of 31 o is used. Based 
on a large number of experimental data, Bolton (1986) showed that the angle of internal 
friction is related to the angle of dilation as ~'=~' c + 0.8\jf, which is used to calculate the 
mobilized dilation angle shown in Figure 3-4. It is to be noted here that some researchers 
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(e.g. Nobahar et al., 2000) successfully used this type of variation of ~' and \jf for 
modeling pipe/soil behavior. 
The selection of appropriate values of elastic properties is equally important as the 
response of a pile depends on these parameters. In this study, isotropic elastic properties 
are used. Experimental studies (e.g. Janbu, 1963; Hardin and Black, 1966) show that the 
elastic modulus of granular materials increases with the increase in mean effective stress 
(p'). It has been also shown by previous researchers that the elastic modulus depends on 
void ratio. Various expressions have been proposed in the past in order to account for the 
effects of void ratio and mean effective stress on elastic modulus. Yimsiri (200 1) 
compiled the available expressions in the literature. Based on these studies, the modulus 
of elasticity (E) is varied with mean effective stress (p') as 
(3-1) 
Where, Pa is the atmospheric pressure (1 00 kPa) and n is a constant. The reference 
modulus of elasticity (Eo) represents the value of Eat p'=1 00 kPa. Experimental results 
show that the value of n is approximately equal to 0.5 for sands (Yimsiri 2001 ). The 
above equation gives the variation of E with depth similar to the model pile load test 
results presented by Yan and Byrne (1992) as shown in Fig. 2.7. Note that, the p -y curve 
method (Reese et al. , 1974; API 2000) linear increase of E (in the form of subgrade 
modulus) with depth is recommended which is significantly different from the measured 
values at greater confining pressure as shown in Fig. 2-7.The value of E is updated in the 
present FE analysis during the progress of calculation based on current mean stress (p') 
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for each integration point. This is one of the advantages of the present study which is 
different from the p-y curve methods. 
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Figure 3-4: Mobilized angle of internal friction and dilation angle with plastic strain 
The Mohr-Coulomb soil model is already implemented in ABAQUS/ST ANDARD 6.10 
EF 1. It is a simple linear elastic-perfectly plastic model that uses a smooth flow potential 
of elliptic shape in the deviatoric stress plane and hyperbolic shape in the meridional 
stress plane. The yield surface is defined by Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. Finite 
element modeling using this built-in model is also performed and is shown in 
Appendix-A (Iftekharuzzaman and Hawlader, 2012). 
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The built-in Mohr-Coulomb model in ABAQUS/Standard is incapable of simulating the 
varying modulus of elasticity as a function of mean effective stress and the post-peak 
strain softening behaviour of sand. Therefore, in this study they are incorporated in 
ABAQUS/Standard using a user subroutine called USDFLD written in FORTRAN. The 
mean effective stress and plastic shear strain are called at each time increment and two 
field variables are defined using these values. The model parameters E, ~~ and \jf are 
updated based on these field variables. 
The top layer of soil (0- 6 m) is medium dense sand which is modeled using the following 
soil parameters: angle of internal friction at the peak, ~p'=35° ; maximum dilation angle, 
\!fm = 5°; reference modulus of elasticity, Eo= 120,000 kPa; and Poisson's ratio, v=0.3. 
The soil layer below 6 m is dense sand. The soil properties used for this layer are: 
~p'=39°, \jfm = 10°, Eo = 140,000 kPa, and v=0.3. The location of the groundwater table is 
at the ground surface. Submerged unit weight of I 0.4 kN/m3 is used for both soil layers. 
Other properties in the FE analyses are listed in Table 3-1 . 
3.3.3 LPILE Analysis 
Analysis of pile under lateral static load is also conducted using LPILE Plus 5.0 (2005) 
software. LPILE is a finite difference software where the pile is modeled as a beam 
having lateral stiffness equal to the product of elastic modulus and moment of inertia of 
the pile. The nonlinear p-y curves are defined using the method proposed by Reese et a!. 
( 197 4 ). In this method, the ultimate soil resistance per unit length of the pile is calculated 
using the angle of internal friction of the soil. The initial straight-line portion of the p -y 
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curve is defined using the initial modulus of subgrade reaction (k) . The variation of k with 
$' and relative density is shown in Figure 3-5 as recommended by the American 
Petroleum Institute (API, 2000). 
Table 3-1: Geometry and mechanical properties used in finite element analysis for 
Reese et al. (1974) 
Pile: 
Length ofthe pile (L) 21.6 m 
Diameter of the pile (D) 610 mm (24") 
Thickness of the pile (t) 9.53 mm (3/8") 
Modulus of elasticity of pile (Ep) 208x 1 06kN/m2 
Poisson 's ratio (vp) 0.3 
Soil (sand): 
Poisson 's ratio, v s 0.3 
Submerged unit weight of soil, y' 10.4 kN/m3 
Upper medium sand (0 to 6m depth) 
Reference modulus of elasticity, Erer 120,000 kN/m2 
Angle of internal friction, $' P 35° 
Maximum dilation angle, 'Vm so 
Initial modulus of subgrade reaction (k) 21 ,000 MPa/m 
Lower dense sand (6 to 30m depth) 
Reference modulus of elasticity, Eref 140,000 kN/m2 
Angle of internal friction, $' P 39° 
Maximum dilation angle, 'Vm 90 
Initial modulus of sub grade reaction (k) 36,000 MPa/m 
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It is to be noted here that Reese eta!. (1974) also compared these test results based on the 
p-y curves method as shown in Fig. 2-9. In their simulation they used constant value of 
~'=39°. Later the author (Reese and Van Impe, 200 I) presented the geotechnical data, 
which clearly shows that the density of the upper 6 m soil is less than the density of lower 
soil layer as used in the present study. It is to be noted here that some other researchers 
(e.g. Fan and Long 2005) also recognized this and used medium sand for the upper 6 m 
and dense sand below 6 m in their finite element model to simulate the response of this 
full-scale test. 
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Figure 3-5: Lateral modulus of subgrade reaction as function of relative density and frictio 
angle (API 2000) 
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this software. The angle of internal friction $' in the horizontal axis at the top of Figure 
3-5 is related to relative density as$'= 16D,2 + 0.17 D,. + 28.4, where $' is in degrees, and 
D,. is the relative density (API 1987).Using the value of$' calculated from this equation, 
Rollins et a!. (2005) showed that it underestimates the friction angle and predicts 
significantly higher lateral displacement and bending moment compared to pile load test 
results. Therefore, in the present LPILE analyses $'=35° for medium and $'=39°for dense 
sand is used, which is consistent with Reese eta!. (1974). 
3.3.4 Numerical Results 
The finite element analysis consists of mainly two major steps: gravity step and loading 
step. In gravity step the soil domain is reached to the in-situ stress condition. In loading 
step the lateral displacement in the x-direction is applied on the nodes of the pile at 0.3 m 
above the ground surface. 
3.3.4.1 Load-deflection curves 
Figure 3-6 shows the variation of lateral load with lateral displacement of the pile at the 
ground surface obtained from finite element analysis and LPILE analysis. The results of 
full-scale test (Cox et al. 1974) are also shown in this figure. 
In finite element analysis, the lateral displacement is applied at 0.3 m above the ground 
surface. The lateral load is calculated by adding the horizontal (x) component of nodal 
force at this level. The lateral displacement at the ground level is calculated by averaging 
the lateral displacement of all the nodes of the pile at ground level. 
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Figure 3-6: Comparison of load displacement between numerical predictions and 
full-scale test result 
In LPILE, the lateral load is applied in 11 increments. The pile is divided into 100 small 
divisions. The lateral displacement at the ground surface is obtained from the 
displacement of the element at this level. 
Figure 3-6 shows a very good agreement between the full-scale test results and present 
finite element analysis. LPILE computed displacement for a given lateral load is higher 
than the measured displacement. The calculated lateral load for a given displacement 
using LPILE is slightly lower than Reese et al. (1974) because of two reasons: (i) Reese 
et al. (1 974) used constant value of ~'=39° for the whole soil layer although Reese and 
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Van Impe (200 1) showed that the top 6 m soil is medium sand, and (ii) their k value is 
different from the value used here. In the present study, the input parameters required for 
LPILE analyses are obtained following the API (2000) recommendations as discussed 
above. 
3.3.4.2 Bending Moment with Depth 
Figure 3-7 to Figure 3-10 show the variation of bending moment with depth for the upper 
6 m length of the pile. In these figures, the depth in the vertical axis represents the 
distance from the point at which the lateral load is applied on the pile. Although the pile 
is 21 m in length, the variation of bending moment only for the upper 6 m is shown 
because the maximum bending moment and its variation mainly occur in this zone. 
Comparison between computed and measured values for 11 lateral load cases (33.4 kN, 
55.6 kN, 77.8 kN, 77.8 kN, 101.1 kN, 122.3 kN, 144.6 kN, 166.8 kN, 189 kN, 211.3 kN, 
211.3 kN, 244.6 kN, and 266.9 kN) are presented in these figures. In the finite element 
analyses, the bending moment is obtained from the axial stresses in the pile. In LPILE, it 
can be easily obtained as the pile is modeled as a beam. The computed bending moment 
in the present finite element analysis compares exceptionally well with the measured 
data. However, LPILE computes higher bending moments than measured in the full-scale 
test. 
The depth at which the maximum bending moment occurred in the finite element analysis 
is slightly less than that of the LPILE analysis. For example, the maximum bending 
moment for 266.9 kN is obtained at 2.5 m if FE analysis while it is at 3.0 m in LPILE 
analysis (Fig. 3-1 0) . 
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Figure 3-7: Variation of bending moment with depth (Load cases: 33.4 kN, 55.6 kN 
and 77.8 kN; solid lines for FE analysis, dashed line for LPILE and data points for 
full-scale test) 
It is to be noted here that the pile is in elastic condition even at the maximum lateral load 
applied. For the maximum lateral load of 266.9 kN, the computed maximum bending 
moment is 550 kN-m. This gives the maximum tensile/compressive stress of 175MPa, 
which is less than the yield strength of steel. That means the analyses conducted in this 
study using elastic behaviour of the pile is valid even for the highest lateral load. 
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Figure 3-8: Variation of bending moment with depth (Load cases: 101.1 kN, 122.3 
kN and 144.6 kN; solid lines for FE analysis, dashed line for LPILE and data points 
for full-scale test) 
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Figure 3-9: Variation of bending moment with depth (Load cases: 166.8 kN, 189 kN 
and 211.3 kN; solid lines for FE analysis, dashed line for LPILE and data points for 
full-scale test) 
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Figure 3-10: Variation of bending moment with depth (Load cases: 244.6kN and 
266.9kN; solid lines for FE analysis, dashed line for LPILE and data points for full-
scale test) 
3.3.4.3 Maximum bending moment 
Figure 3-11 shows the variation of the maximum bending moment with lateral load. The 
maximum bending moment increases with the increase in lateral load. At low values of 
lateral load, both finite element and LPILE compare well with full-scale test data. 
However, at larger loads the computed maximum bending moment using LPILE is higher 
than the values obtained from the present finite element analysis and full-scale test. 
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Figure 3-11: Comparison of maximum bending moment and lateral load 
3.3.4.4 Lateral displacement 
Figure 3-1 2 shows the computed lateral displacement of the pile with depth for 11 load 
cases for FE and LPILE analyses. As shown in this figure, LPILE predicts higher lateral 
displacement than the present FE simulation. 
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Figure 3-12: Lateral displacement of pile (solid lines: FE analysis; dashed line: 
LPILE: solid circles: measured at ground line in pile load test) 
For comparison with field data, the displacement at the ground surface obtained in the 
full-scale test is also shown in this figure by solid circles, which match very well with the 
present FE analysis. 
3.3.4.5 Soil reaction 
Lateral soil reaction (force per meter length of the pile) is plotted in Figure 3-13 . For 
clarity, the calculated results for 5 load cases are shown in this figure . In finite element 
analysis, the x-component (lateral) of nodal force is calculated first for all the nodes at a 
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given depth. Dividing the sum of the nodal force in the x-direction by the vertical 
distance between two sets of nodes in the pile, the lateral soil reaction is obtained. In the 
LPILE analysis, the soil reaction can be easily obtained from the output file as the pile is 
modeled as a beam supported by discrete springs. As shown in this figure, the calculated 
soil reaction from both LPILE and FE is very similar up to 1.2 m depth. However, below 
1.2 m the soil reaction obtained from the FE analysis is higher than the reaction obtained 
from LPILE. Moreover, after reaching the maximum value of soil reaction, it decreases 
quickly with depth in the finite element analysis. The maximum soil pressure is 
developed at greater depth for larger values of lateral load. 
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Figure 3-13: Soil reaction on pile (solid lines: FE analysis and dashed line: LPILE) 
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3.3.4.6 Shear force in pile 
Figure 3-14 shows the variation of shear force in the pile with depth for five lateral loads. 
In the finite element analysis, the shear force is obtained by subtracting the sum of the x-
component of nodal force above the point of interest from the lateral load applied at the 
pile head. As shown in Figure 3-13, the calculated soil reaction in the finite element 
analysis is higher near the ground surface. Therefore, the shear force is decreased quickly 
in the finite element analysis near the ground surface as shown in Figure 3-14. 
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dashed line: LPILE) 
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The maximum negative shear force from the LPILE analysis is higher than that obtained 
from the finite element analysis. Below the depth of 9 m the shear force is negligible. 
3.3.4. 7 p-y curves 
ln the current engineering practice, the modeling of a laterally loaded pile is generally 
performed as a beam on elastic foundation, where soil is modeled by discrete springs. 
The load deformation behaviour of the soil spring is defined using nonlinear p -y curves. 
The p-y curves for four depths are shown in Figure 3-15. 
ln LIPILE, the p-y curve for a given depth can be easily obtained from the output file. In 
the finite element analysis, the soil is modeled as a continuum, not as discrete springs. 
The values of p and lateral displacement are calculated from nodal forces and 
displacement, respectively. In this study, the model proposed by Reese et al. (1974) for 
static lateral loading is used in LPILE analysis. The p-y curve in Reese et al. (1974) 
consists of four segments (Figure 3-1 5): (i) initial linear segment, which is mainly 
governed by k value, (i i) parabolic segment between the initial linear segment and lateral 
di splacement of 0 /60, (iii) linear segment between lateral displacements of 0 /60 and 
30 /80, and (iv) constant soil resistance segment after lateral displacement of 30/80. The 
p-y curves obtained from the finite element and LPILE analyses are also compared with 
full-scale test data (Cox et al. 1974). As shown in Fig. 3-15 , the p -y curves obtained from 
the finite element analysis match better with the measured values. 
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Figure 3-15: Comparison of p-y curves at four depths (solid lines: FE analysis, 
dashed line: LPILE, and data points: full-scale test) 
3.3.4.8 Lateral pressure 
In simplified method, such as in the p-y curve method, the lateral pressure on the face of 
the pile is assumed to be uniform. However, in reality it could be significantly different 
especially in circular pile. Figure 3-16 shows the pressure (x-direction) distribution at 
depths of 0.3 m, 0.6 m, 0.9 m, 1.8 m and 2.7 m under 266.9 kN lateral load. The lateral 
pressure can be calculated from normal stress and shear stress on the pile. In the front 
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face of the pile, the normal stress and at the side the shear stress contribution is higher on 
average lateral pressure. To calculate the lateral pressure, first normal and shear force in 
the nodes of interest are obtained from FE analysis. The sum of the x-component of these 
forces is divided by the projected area gives the average lateral pressure around that node. 
As shown in Fig. 3-16, the average lateral pressure at the middle of the pile (y=O) is 
higher, which is mainly from the normal pressure component. At the side of the pile 
(y=D/2=0.305 m) the contribution is mainly from the soil/pile interface shear resistance, 
which is significantly less than the normal pressure component at y=O especially for 
larger depths (e.g. 1.8 m depth). The uniform pressure (average value) for each depth is 
shown by dashed line in Fig. 3-16. As shown in this figure 3-16 at shallow depths (e.g. 
0.3 m), the uniform pressure somehow represents the actual pressure distribution which 
does not vary significantly with y. However, larger depth pressure distributions are far 
from uniform. Lateral pressure depends on not only the location but also the displacement 
of the pile. The maximum pressure is developed in this case at 1.8 m. Note that, the 
pressure at 2. 7 m is less than the pressure at 1.8 m as the lateral deflection is less at 2. 7 as 
shown in Fig. 3.16. It is noted that the soil reaction presented in Fig. 3.16 can be obtained 
by multiplying the uniform pressure by the diameter of the pile. 
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Figure 3-16 : Lateral effective stress at various pile depths (dashed lines represent 
the average effective stress) 
3.3.4.9 Vertical Displacement of Soil 
Figure 3-17 shows the vertical displacement of soil at 266.9 kN lateral load. In this 
figure, the vertical displacement is scaled by 15 times of actual displacement. It is 
observed that a soil berm is formed in front of the pile and soil settlement is occurred on 
the back of the pile due to the application of the lateral loads. The vertical displacement is 
mainly occurred within the 2 m depth of soil below the ground surface. 
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Figure 3-17: Vertical displacement of soil near the top of the pile at the end of 
loading (P=266.9 kN) 
3.3.4.10 Von Mises and Mean Effective Stress distributions 
Figure 3-18 shows the contours of von-Mises stress and Figure 3-19shows the contours 
of mean effective stress on x-z plane for 266.9 kN lateral load. The shear stress and mean 
stress are mainly developed in front of the pile and concentrated within a depth of 4 m or 
7 pile diameter below the ground surface. Figure 3-19 shows that the mean effective 
stress in front of the pile is reached to a maximum value of 250 kPa, which is almost 6-9 
times higher than the in-situ mean stress at this depth before application of lateral load. 
The increase in mean effective stress to 250 kPa also increased the modulus of elasticity 
according to Eq. 3-1, which is almost three times of the modulus of elastic at the in-situ 
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stress condition. This has a significant effect on the calculation as the lateral response of 
the pile depends upon the behavior of the soil in this zone. 
Figure 3-18: Von-Misses stress distribution at the end of loading (P=266.9 kN) 
Figure 3-19: Mean effective stress at the end of loading (P=266.9 kN) 
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3.3.4.11 Plastic Strain 
Figure 3-20 shows the magnitude of plastic shear strain at 266.9 kN lateral load. For 
clarity, only the zone where high plastic strain is developed near the top of the pile is 
shown. The plastic strain is developed both in front and back of the pile. In the front of 
the pile, the plastic strain is developed because of loading while in the back of the pile it 
is developed by unloading in the lateral direction. As mentioned in Section 3.3 .2, the 
mobilized friction angle ( ~') and dilation angle (\V) are varied in the present analysis as a 
function of plastic strain (PEMAG). The zone near the top of the pile where the plastic 
shear strain (PEMAG) is greater than 4.5% the friction angle is almost at the critical state 
condition. On the other hand, the elements far from the pile or at deeper depth are at a 
higher friction angle, and dilation angle as the plastic shear strain is less. In other words, 
the values of~' and \jf are not the same in all soil elements but dependent upon plastic 
strain. The reduction of friction angle from the peak value is mainly occurred in a zone of 
soil near the pile where significant plastic strain is developed. Further study is required to 
find a representative value of ~' if someone wants to follow API (2000) 
recommendations. 
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Figure 3-20: Magnitude of plastic strain at the end of loading (P=266.9 kN) 
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3.4 Finite Element Modeling of Rollins et al. (2005) Full-Scale Test 
In this section, FE simulation of another full -scale test conducted by Rollins et a!. (2005) 
is presented. Rollins et a!. (2005) conducted a series of full-scale tests at the National 
Geotechnical Experiment Site (NOES) on Treasure Island in San Francisco Bay, Calif. 
The 3x3 pile group was driven into loose to medium dense sand to perform a lateral pile 
load test. A pile load test was also conducted on a single pile to evaluate group effects. In 
the present study, FE modeling is performed only for the single pile load test. During the 
preparation of the test site, about 1.2 m of soil was excavated first. Cone penetration and 
Standard penetration tests were conducted for soi l characterization. The interpreted soi l 
profile and geotechnical properties are shown in Fig. 3-21. As shown in the figure, the 
soil profile consists of mainly in the sand and silty sand. 
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Figure 3-21: Soil profile (after Rollins et al. 2005) 
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An open ended steel pipe pile of 0.324 m outer diameter and 9.5 mm wall thickness was 
driven to a depth of approximately 11.5 m below the excavated ground surface. The 
lateral load test was performed in a displacement controlled approach. A maximum 
displacement of 38 mm was applied on the top of the pile at 0.69 m above the ground 
surface. The load was measured by the load cell. Strain gauges were attached along the 
length of the pile to measure bending moments. The data was analyzed, and the response 
of the pile was reported for four lateral load cases of24 kN, 45 .6 kN, 67.6 kN and 89 kN. 
Similar to the previous case, the three-dimensional FE analysis is performed using 
ABAQUS FE software. The finite element model is shown in Fig. 3-22. A soil domain of 
20 m diameter and 15m height is modeled. A steel pipe pile of 324 mm diameter and 
11.5m length is located at the center of the soil domain. Four layers of loose to medium 
dense sand and a thin layer of clay between 7.5 to 9.25m depth are considered in this 
study. The boundary conditions used in this case are the same as the boundary conditions 
used to simulate Cox et a!. ( 197 4) pile load tests described in Section 3.3. 
Mesh sensitivity analysis is also performed. After several trial analyses with different 
mesh sizes, the optimum mesh shown in Fig. 3-22 is selected. Fine mesh is used for the 
upper 1 0 m of soil, and coarse mesh is used for 10 to 15 m soil depth as it does not have a 
significant effect on the load-displacement behaviour. 
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Figure 3-22: Finite element model 
3.4.1 Modeling of Pile and Soil 
The pile is modeled as linear elastic material with a modulus of elasticity (Ep) of 
207x 106 kN/m2 and Poisson' s ratio (vp) of 0.3 . The interface friction coefficient 11 equal 
to 0.4 is used. A detailed discussion on estimation of 11 is given in Section 3.3.1. 
The sand is modeled using the modified form of Mohr-Coulomb soil model as described 
in Section 3.3.2. The values of~' and 'l' are varied with plastic shear strain (PEMAG) 
similar to Fig. 3.2. In FE analyses, the soil profile is divided into 5 layers. The 
geotechnical parameters used in numerical analyses are shown in Table 3-2. These 
parameters are estimated from the information provided by Rollins et al. (2005) from the 
site investigation as shown in Fig. 3-21. The thin clay layer is modeled in undrained 
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condition with cu=19.2 kPa as reported by Rollins et al. (2005). Note that this layer does 
not have a significant effect on lateral response of the pile. 
Table 3-2: Geometry and mechanical properties used in finite element analysis for 
Rollins et al. (2005) 
Pile: 
Length ofthe pile (L) 11.5 m 
Diameter of the pile (D) 324mm 
Thickness of the pile (I) 9.5mm 
Modulus of elasticity of pile (Ep) 207x106 kN/m2 
Poisson ' s ratio (vp) 0.3 
Soil (sand) 
Poisson's ratio, Vs 0.3 
Submerged unit weight of soil, y' 10.3 kN/m3 
Upper sandy soil (0 to 0.5 m depth) 
Reference modulus of Elasticity 170,000 kN/m
2 
Angle of internal friction, ~, P 
Dilation angle, \j1111 39° 
2nd layer sandy soil(0.5 to 3.0m depth) 90 
Reference modulus of Elasticity 
Angle of internal friction, ~, P 120,000 kN/m2 
Dilation angle, \j1 111 39° 
3rd layer sandy soil (3.0 to 7.5 m depth) 90 
Reference modulus of Elasticity 
Angle of internal friction, ~, P 60,000 kN/m2 
Dilation angle, \j1 111 36° 
41h layer clayey soil (7.5 to 9.25 m depth) 60 
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Cohesion, Cu 
Submerged unit weight of soil, y' 
bottom layer sandy soil (9.25 to 15.0 m depth) 
Reference modulus of Elasticity 
Angle of internal friction, ~, P 
Dilation angle, \jlm 
19.2 kPa 
9.5 kPa 
120,000 kN/m2 
33° 
30 
The elastic modulus is varied with mean effective stress as Eq. 3-1. Variation of elastic 
modulus, dilation and friction angle is incorporated through user subroutine USDFLD. 
3.4.2 Numerical Results 
In the following section, FE results are compared with full-scale test data. Rollins et al. 
(2005) also conducted LPILE analyses based on API (2000) code. Instead on repeating 
the same analyses their LPILE results, based on API recommendations, are also 
compared. 
3.4.2.1 Lateral Load vs. Displacement Curve 
Figure 3-23 shows the pile head displacement obtained from the present three-
dimensional FE analyses and full-scale test data (Rollins et al., 2005). As shown in this 
figure, the present FE results matched reasonably well with the pile load test results. The 
LPILE analysis with API code computes significantly higher displacements for a given 
lateral load than FE and full-scale test results. 
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Figure 3-23: Comparison of load displacement between numerical predictions and 
full-scale test result 
3.4.2.2 Bending moment versus depth 
The variation of bending moment with depth is shown in Figure 3-24. Again the 
computed bending moment matched reasonably well with pile load test results for the 
four load cases reported. 
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3.4.2.3 Maximum bending moment versus lateral load 
The variation of maximum bending moment with lateral load is shown in Figure 3-25. 
The maximum bending moment obtained from the present FE analyses also compares 
well with the measured values. Although at higher lateral load, the computed bending 
moment is slightly higher than measured values. One of the reasons might be the 
selection of soil parameters. 
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Computed bending moments usmg LPILE based on API recommendations are also 
shown in this figure. The computed bending moment is significantly higher than the 
measured values. 
It is to be noted here that Rollins et a!. (2005) adjusted the friction angle based on 
Bolton's (1986) method in order to match the test results with the LPILE analyses. 
However, in the present study, it is shown that the finite element modeling can simulate 
the field tests using fundamental soil properties. 
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3.4.2.4 Displacement profile 
Figure 3-26 shows the computed lateral displacement of the pile with depth for the four 
load cases from finite element analysis. For comparison with field data, the displacement 
of the pile at the point of lateral load application obtained in the full-scale test is also 
shown in this figure by solid circles which match very well with the present FE analysis. 
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Figure 3-26: Lateral displacement of pile (solid lines: FE analysis and solid circles: 
measured at pile top in pile load test) 
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Finally, the variation of soil pressure, shear force in the pile, p-y curves, shear and mean 
effective stresses, and plastic shear strain are very similar to Figs. 3-13 to 3-20. 
Therefore, those figures are not shown in this thesis. 
3.5 Discussion and Conclusions 
The p -y curve based software packages, such as LPILE, are widely used in engineering 
practice to calculate the load-displacement behaviour of laterally loaded piles. Although 
this method is very simple, it has a number of limitations. The soil resistance is modeled 
as discontinuous nonlinear springs defining the properties empirically. Moreover, the 
pile/soil interface behaviour cannot be modeled in the p -y curve method. In this chapter 
of this thesis, three-dimensional finite element analyses are presented for a laterally 
loaded flexible pile in sand. Analyses are performed using a modified form of Mohr-
Coulomb soil model, where the variation of the mobilized angle of internal friction and 
dilation angle with plastic shear strain is considered. The nonlinear variation of elastic 
modulus with mean effective stress is also considered in the present FE analyses. 
Numerical analyses are also performed by using the commercially available LPILE 
software. The geotechnical parameters required in the FE analysis can be easily obtained 
from the conventional laboratory shear strength tests. The variation of mobilized friction 
angle and dilation angle with plastic shear strain can be obtained from triaxial test data. 
On the other hand, the post-peak softening behaviour cannot be incorporated in the p-y 
curve method. Therefore, a constant representative value of ~~ between the peak and 
critical state is required to be selected. The initial modulus of subgrade reaction (k) is also 
related to ~~ and relative density as shown in Fig. 3-4. Note that k is not a fundamental 
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soil property. Consider a pile foundation in dense sand having the peak and critical state 
friction angles of 41 o and 31 o. For successful prediction of the response of a laterally 
loaded pile using the p-y curve method a representative value of~· between 41 o and 31 o 
is needed. API (1987) recommended an empirical equation for estimating the 
representative value of ~· as a function of relative density. However, the computation 
with this recommended value of ~· over predicts the maximum bending moment and 
lateral displacement (Rollins et a!. 2005). The limitations of the p-y curve method could 
be overcome by using FE modeling as presented in this paper. The response of the pile is 
calculated using the fundamental soil properties such as friction angle, dilatancy and 
stiffness. It is also shown that the FE model can successfully simulate the full-scale test 
results. 
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Chapter 4 
NUMERICAL MODELING OF PULLOUT CAPACITY OF 
SUCTION CAISSON IN SAND UNDER OBLIQUE LOAD 
4.1 General 
Suction piles are widely used in mooring system for deep water oil and gas development 
projects. In this chapter, three-dimensional finite element analyses are performed to 
estimate the pullout capacity of a suction pile subjected to oblique loading. The numerical 
modeling is performed using ABAQUS finite element software. The effects of two key 
variables, loading angle and mooring line position, are investigated. The finite element 
results are compared with centrifuge test results available in the literature. 
4.2 Introduction 
A suction pile (also known as suction caisson) is a large cylinder, usuall y made of steel, 
with an open bottom and a closed top that is installed in the ground mainly by suction 
applied by pumping water out of the caisson interior. Suction piles have been widely used 
in offshore industries ranging from anchors for floating facilities to offshore foundations. 
Geometrically the suction piles are larger in diameter than typical piles used. Figure 4-1 
shows some of the suction piles used for various projects in the world. Suction piles 
could be installed both in clay and sand sea beds, although the mechanism during 
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installation is different. Houlsby and Byrne (2005a, b) present the design procedure for 
installation of suction piles in sand, clay and other geomaterials. 
Suction piles are widely used in mooring systems for deep water oil and gas development 
projects, where the pullout capacity is one of the main requirements. The piles are 
normally pulled by a chain connected to a pad eye on the side of the pile. The inclined 
pull-out capacity of suction pile depends on both horizontal and vertical load capacities. 
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Figure 4-1: Suction piles used in various projects (Byrne 2005b) 
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The inclined load capacity of typical pile foundations has been studied by several 
researchers. Y oshimi ( 1964) studied the behavior of rigid vertical and battered piles in a 
cohesionless soil subjected to inclined loading. Broms (1965) also analyzed the Yoshimi 
(1964) experiments and proposed an equation for the pull out resistance. Poulos and 
Davis ( 1980), based on the experiments ofYoshimi (1964) and analysis of Broms(1965), 
proposed a simplified theoretical method to predict the ultimate resistance of a vertical 
pile under oblique loading. Finite element analysis of a single pile under lateral and 
oblique pulling has also been conducted by some researchers. Erbrich (1994) conducted a 
series of finite element analyses to estimate the capacity of suction caissons used as 
foundations for fixed offshore steel platforms. As the aspect ratio (L/ D) is different, the 
response of a suction caisson is expected to be different from typical pile foundation. 
Bye et al. (1995) presented the analyses of the Europe 16/ 11 E and sleipner T foundation 
in dense sand. Sukumarn et al. (1999) and Sukumaran and McCarron ( 1999) showed the 
application of the finite element method to estimate the capacity of suction pile 
foundations installed in soft clays and subjected to axial and lateral loads under undrained 
conditions. Handayanu et al. ( 1999 and 2000) used a quasi-three-dimensional finite 
element model to study the response of suction caissons subjected to vertical uplift and 
inclined loads. Deng and Carter (2000) presented finite element analyses using 
axisymmetric elements and proposed a simplified relationship for estimating inclined 
pullout capacity of a suction caisson in the sand in drained conditions. Zdravkovic et al. 
(200 1) conducted finite element analyses to study effects of load inclination, caisson 
aspect ratio, soil adhesion, and soi l anisotropy on behavior of suction piles in clay. Cho 
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and Bang (2002) examined the application of the failure envelop developed by 
Bransbyand Randolph (1999) from the observation in clay for estimating inclined load 
capacity of a suction caisson in sand. Bang eta!. (2011) conducted a series of centrifuge 
tests to estimate the pullout capacity of a suction caisson installed in sand. 
This chapter presents three-dimensional finite element analysis of a steel suction pile 
embedded in sand subjected to oblique loading at different load inclination and mooring 
positions. A total of 25 cases is analyzed to evaluate the pull-out capacity of a suction 
pile. The finite element results are compared with centrifuge test results. The effects of 
loading angle and mooring positions on the ultimate pullout capacity, lateral 
displacement and soil reactions on suction piles are discussed. 
4.3 Problem Definition 
Finite element (FE) analyses are performed to calculate the pullout capacity of suction 
piles. A suction pile of diameter D and length L installed in sand is loaded at different 
mooring positions and loading angles. The notations used in this study are shown in 
Figure 4-2. The load is applied at five pad-eye locations as shown by solid circles on the 
left. 
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L 
Figure 4-2: Problem definition 
4.4 Numerical Modeling 
In this study, numerical analyses are carried out usmg finite element software 
ABAQUS/standard 6.1 0-EF-1. A cuboid soil domain of 40 m length, 20 m width and 20 
m height as shown in Figure 4-3 is modeled. The size of the soil domain is sufficiently 
large compared to the size of the pile and therefore, boundary effects are not expected on 
calculated load, displacement and deformation mechanism. The vertical plane of 
symmetry of the soil domain is restrained from any displacement perpendicular to it 
while the other three vertical sides of the soil domain are restrained against lateral 
displacement using roller supports at the nodes. The bottom boundary is restrained from 
any vertical displacement, and the top boundary is free to displace. 
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Figure 4-3: Finite element model using in analysis 
The finite element mesh used in this study is shown in Figure 4-3 . The elements used are 
the solid homogeneous C3D8R element, which is an 8-noded linear brick, multi-material 
and reduced integration with hourglass control. 
The numerical analysis consists of two major steps: gravity and loading step. In gravity 
step, the soil domain is loaded up to the in-situ stress condition, and in the loading step, 
lateral, oblique (upward) or vertical displacements are applied on the nodes at the desired 
depth (pad-eye location) on the left side of the outer surface of the caisson as shown in 
Figs. 4-2 and 4-3. 
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4.4.1 Modeling of Caisson 
A steel suction caisson of 6 m length and 3 m diameter with 100 mm wall thickness is 
modeled in this study. The caisson is modeled as an elastic material with a modulus of 
elasticity (Ep) of 208x 106 kN/m2 and Poisson's ratio (vp) of 0.3. 
4.4.2 Soil Modeling 
It is assumed that the excess pore water pressure m sand fully dissipates during the 
application of pulling force and drained behaviour of sand governs the response of the 
caisson. Rate of pulling has a significant effect on pullout capacity. A rapid pullout test 
causes undrained condition that gives a far in excess capacity of any design interest (El-
Gharbawy et al. 1998). A partially drained behaviour might better represents some field 
loading conditions. As the drained condition is simulated, the results presented in the 
following sections are applicable to the cases of sustained loading on the caisson. 
The sand is modeled by the Mohr-Coulomb model available in ABAQUS FE software 
using the following soil parameters: angle of internal friction, ~'=39°; dilation angle, \If = 
9°; modulus of e lasticity, Es = 60,000 kPa; and Poisson ' s ratio, vp=0.3.The submerged 
unit weight of soil is 8.2kN/m3 . The geometry and mechanical properties used in the 
analysis are shown in Table 4-1. Note that the geometry and soil parameters mentioned 
above and in Table 4-1 are very similar to Bang et al. (20 II) as the numerical results 
presented in this study are verified using their test results. 
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Table 4-1: Geometry and mechanical properties used in the analysis 
Pile: 
Length of the pile (H) 6m 
Diameter of the pile (D) 3m 
Wall thickness of the pile (t) lOOmm 
Modulus of elasticity of pile (Ep) 208x 1 06kN/m2 
Poisson's ratio (vp) 0.3 
Soil (sand): 
Modulus of elasticity, Es 60,000 kN/m2 
Poisson ' s ratio, Ys 0.3 
Submerged unit weight of soil, y' 8.2 kN/m
3 
Angle of internal friction, ~, P 39° 
Dilation angle, \jf 90 
The soil/pile interaction has been modeled using Coulomb friction model, which defines 
the friction coeffi cient (!l) as 11=tan (~~-~) , where ~~-~ is the pile/soil interface friction angle. 
The value of ~ ~-~ is assumed to be equal to 0.7~ ' in this analysis. 
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4.4.3 Mesh Sensitivity Analysis 
The size of the mesh has a significant effect on finite element modeling. Often a finer 
mesh yields more accurate results, but computational time is higher. For successful 
modeling of load-displacement behaviour of piles under oblique load, denser mesh 
should be used near the pile. As shown in Figure 4-4, smaller soil elements are used near 
the pile and the size of the elements are increased with radial distance from the center of 
the pile. Also, a denser mesh is used in the top 6 m of soil where the caisson is located. 
Below 6 m depth, a coarser mesh is used which does not have a significant effect on the 
calculation. 
After several trial analyses with different mesh size, the optimum mesh is selected. 
Figure 4-4 shows the lateral load versus lateral displacement of the pile for three different 
types of mesh. In the coarse mesh, a total of 5,380 elements, in the medium dense mesh 
7,300 elements and in the fine mesh 11 ,140 elements are used. The distribution of mesh 
size is shown in Figure 4-3. As shown in Figure 4-4, the number of elements has a 
considerable effect on force-displacement behavior. The analyses presented in the 
following sections are conducted using a medium mesh with 7,300 elements. 
4.4.4 Centrifuge Modeling 
Bang et al. (20 11) conducted a series of centrifuge model tests of a suction pile embedded 
in sand to evaluate its pullout capacity. The effects of load inclination angle and the point 
of mooring line attachment are studied. The tests were conducted at 1 OOg using a 
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geotechnical centrifuge. The test condition and geotechnical properties of sand are similar 
to those described in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. 
4.5 Numerical Results 
Numerical modeling is carried out for a single pile applying the load at five mooring 
positions: 5%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 95% distance from top of the pile. At each mooring 
position, the load is also applied at five different angles of inclination with the horizontal 
axes: 0°, 22.5°, 45°, 67.5° and 90°. That means a total of 25 (=5x5) numerical modeling 
is conducted to show the effects of inclination angle and mooring position on pull-out 
capacity. 
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4.5.1 Load-Displacement curves 
The variation of total (inclined) load with total displacement of the suction caisson for 
five different mooring positions is shown in Figure 4-5 to Figure 4-9. The total load is 
calculated from the vertical and horizontal nodal force components at the point of 
loading. As shown in these figures, for example Fig. 4-5, that the load is increased with a 
increase in displacement. For higher values of load inclination angle 9, the load 
displacement curves become almost horizontal at large displacement. However, for lower 
values of 9 the load is continuously increasing with displacement. It is expected that at a 
very large displacement, significant rotation of the caisson will be occurred, and the 
ultimate load could be obtained. However, in ABAQUS/Standard such a large 
deformation could not be applied because of significant mesh distortion. Therefore, in 
this study the load corresponding to the displacement of 10% pile diameter (i.e. 0 .1 x3 
=0.3 m) is considered as pullout capacity of the pile. The pull-out capacity is shown by 
the vertical arrows in Figure 4-5.The author understands that the pullout capacity for 
lower values of 8 is slightly lower than ultimate pullout capacity, which is the limitation 
of this study. 
Bang et a!. (20 11 ) did not report the load-displacement curves, and therefore, direct 
comparison of FE and centrifuge results could not be performed. Note that stretching of 
the cable significantly affects load-displacement curve as shown in Fig. 2 .1 0. However, 
the load-displacement curves shown in Fig. 4.5 are very similar to the numerical results 
of Deng and Carter (2000). 
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Bang et a!. (20 II ) reported the pullout capacity from their centrifuge tests. The pullout 
capacity is the peak force during loading which is expected to be occurred at a very large 
displacement for lower values of 8 and could not be reached in the present FE analysis 
using ABAQUS/Standard. The range of their pullout capacity is shown by the arrows on 
the right vertical axis. The numerical prediction in the present analyses reasonably 
matches with the centrifuge test results. 
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4.5.2 Effects of Depth and Angle of Pulling 
Figure 4- 10 shows the variation of the lateral load with lateral displacement (8=0) for 
fi ve different mooring positions. Again, the pullout capacity obtained in centrifuge tests 
is shown on the right vertical axis using horizontal arrows. The pullout capacity (vertical 
arrows) in the present finite element analysis compares well with centrifuge test results. 
The pullout capacity increases as the depth of mooring position increases. The maximum 
pullout capacity is obtained for 75% mooring position. After that, for example, at 95% 
mooring position, the pullout capacity decreases. This is because of displacement and 
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rotation of the pile under mooring force, which will be further discussed in the following 
sections. The computed pullout capacity is very similar to experimental results (e.g. Bang 
et al. , 2011; Kim et al., 2010; Kim et al. , 2005). 
As mentioned before, a total of 25 finite element analyses are presented in this paper. The 
pullout capacity for various mooring position obtained from FE analysis is plotted in 
Figure 4-11. As shown in this figure that the pullout capacity is maximum when the 
padeye location is at 75% depth from the top of the caisson. Figure 4-12 shows the 
centrifuge test results reported by Bang et al. (20 11 ). The pullout capacity obtained from 
the present FE analysis is comparable with the centrifuge test results. Bang et al. (20 11) 
also developed an analytical solution to calculate the pullout capacity. Figure 4-13 shows 
the comparison between analytical solution and centrifuge test results for three different 
load inclination angles. Comparing these three figures ( 4-11 to 4-13) it can be concluded 
that the present finite element model can simulate the pullout capacity of suction caisson 
in sand. 
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Figure 4-1 4 shows the variation of pullout capacity with mooring line inclination angle. 
As shown in this fi gure that the pullout capacity decreases with increase in inclination 
angle. For lower value of 8, for example 8=0 (lateral loading), the pullout capacity 
significantly depends on mooring position and is maximum for 75%. However for uplift 
(8=90°) the pullout capacity is almost independent of mooring position. The pattern 
shown in Fig. 4- 14 is very similar to the centrifuge test results by Kim et al. (20 1 0). 
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Figure 4-14: Pullout capacity for different loading angle and mooring position 
4.5.3 Plastic Strain and Displacement Vector Diagram 
Figure 4-15 and Fig. 4-16 show the plastic strain and displacement contour for two cases. 
For 5% mooring position, the plastic strain mainly developed on the left side of the 
caisson. The bottom of the failed soil wedge on the left extents almost linearly to the 
bottom of the caisson. On the other hand the shape of the plastic zone on the left side of 
the caisson for 75% mooring position (Fig. 4-16) is different from the shape shown in 
Fig. 4-15. Similarly, the magnitude of deformation is also different for these two cases. 
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Figure 4-15: Maximum principle plastic strain and displacement vector diagram for 5% 
mooring position and 0.5m displacement at 22.5° angle. 
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Figure 4-16: Maximum principle plastic strain and displacement vector diagram for 75% 
mooring position and 0.5m displacement at 15° angle. 
Figure 4-17 shows the vertical displacement and displacement vectors for 5%, 50% and 
95% mooring position at 0.3m displacement of the caisson loaded at 22.5° to the 
horizontal. As shown in this figure that a large volume of soil is displaced at 95% 
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mooring position. This pattern is very similar to the experimental observation reported by 
Allersma et al. (2000) as shown in Fig. 4-18. 
(a) 5% mooring position (b) 500/o mooring position 
(c) 95% mooring position 
Figure 4-17: Vertical displacement vector for 0.3m displacement at 22. 5 degree with 
horizontal 
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Figure 4-18: Vertical displacement and failure mechanism observed in centrifuge 
test (AIIersma et al. 2000) 
4.5.4 Lateral Displacement 
Figure 4-19 shows the lateral displacement along the centerline of the caisson with depth 
for different loading angles at 5% mooring position at 0.3 m displacement. The lateral 
displacement is obtained from the displacement of the center nodes of the caisson. As 
shown in this figure, the lateral displacement is almost linear. That means the 
displacement pattern of a suction caisson is very similar to a short pile and rotates almost 
as a rigid body. The degree of rotation and the center of rotation are dependent upon the 
angle of loading. The rotation has a significant effect on pullout capacity. As expected, 
the rotation of the caisson is less for higher load inclination angle (e.g. 67°). 
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Figure 4-19: Lateral displacement for different loading angle at 5% mooring 
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Figure 4-20 shows the variation of lateral displacement with depth for different mooring 
positions under lateral loading for 0.3 m lateral displacement. The suction caisson is 
rotated toward the left when the mooring position is less than 50% while it rotates toward 
the right when it is at 95%. The minimum rotation occurs for the 75% mooring position 
and that result higher pullout capacity. The pattern of rotation is very similar to Kim et a!. 
(20 1 0). 
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Figure 4-20: Lateral displacement for different mooring positions 
4.5.5 Rotation vs. Mooring Position 
Figure 4-21 shows the rotations of the pile with respect to the central axis of the pile at 
0.3 m displacement at various mooring positions and load inclination angles. As shown in 
this figure that the direction of rotation is changed from +ve (leftward) to - ve (rightward) 
at mooring position of about 0.75. The rotation of the caisson is almost zero at this 
mooring position. The pattern of rotation is very similar to the measured values in 
centrifuge test (Kim et al. , 20 I 0). It is to be noted here that rotation presented in Fig. 4-21 
is for displacement of 0.3 m. On the other hand Kim et al. (20 I 0) presented the rotation 
of the caisson at fai lure which could not be achieved in the present FE analysis for lower 
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value of 8 using ABAQUS;Standard because of mesh distortion. Therefore, the rotation 
shown in this figure is lower than the measured values in centrifuge for low value of 8, 
although the pullout capacity is comparable as shown before. 
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Figure 4-21: Soil reaction for different mooring positions 
4.5.6 Mobilized Soil Reaction 
Figure 4-22 shows the variation of mobilized soil reaction (load per unit length of the 
pile) with depth at 0.3 m displacement for different loading angle at 5% mooring 
position. In the finite element analysis, the soil reaction is obtained from the sum of the 
lateral components of nodal force at a particular depth dividing by the vertical distance 
between two node sets at the point of interest. As noted, with increases in loading angle 
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the soil reaction decreases because of less lateral deformation and interaction between the 
horizontal and vertical movement. 
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Figure 4-22: Soil reaction for different loading angle at 5% mooring position 
The effect of mooring position on mobilized soil reaction is shown in Figure 4-23 , where 
the mobilized soil reaction is dependent on mooring position. For a mooring position less 
than 50%, the pattern of mobilized soil reaction curve is similar while after 50% mooring 
position it is different, which is because of the rotation of the pile. 
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4.6 Conclusion and discussions 
A total of 25 finite element analyses is conducted to evaluate the pullout capacity of a 
suction pile. The effects of two key variables examined in this study are: loading angle 
and mooring position. Finite element results have been compared with centrifuge test 
results. It is shown that the pullout capacity of suction piles increases as the mooring 
position moves towards the pile tip, and the 75% mooring line attachment gives the 
maximum pullout capacity for the cases presented in this paper. Pullout capacity also 
decreases wi th an increase in loading angle. The shape of the soil failure wedge is 
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dependent on moonng position and loading angle which has a significant effect on 
pullout capacity. 
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Chapter 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Conclusions 
Steel piles are commonly used in onshore and offshore environments. Depending upon 
loading conditions, these piles are subjected to not only axial downward load but also 
lateral and inclined upward load. Proper estimation of lateral and pullout capacities of 
these piles is required for successful design. In this thesis, finite element analyses have 
been performed to model the response of two types of steel piles in the sand: (i) long steel 
pipe piles under pure lateral load, and (ii) suction piles in sand under oblique upward 
load. The FE analyses have been performed using ABAQUS FE software. 
In chapter 3, the analyses of a long steel pipe pile in the sand are presented. The variation 
of dilation angle and friction angle of sand has been incorporated in the soil constitutive 
model to capture the post-peak softening behaviour of sand as observed in laboratory 
tests. The increase in elastic modulus with mean effective stress is also incorporated in 
the analyses. To validate the model, the FE results have been compared with two well 
documented full-scale test results available in the literature. Both of these full-scale tests 
were conducted in sand deposits. The numerical analyses have also been performed using 
LPILE-5.0 software which is widely used in the design of pile foundations under lateral 
load. The present FE analyses show that the FE technique can better simulate the 
response of the pile. The variation of pile displacement, bending moment, shear force, 
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and lateral soil pressure matched well with the full-scale test results. Based on FE 
analyses, the p-y curve which is typically used in simplified method of design is also 
developed. The p-y curves obtained from the present FE analysed matched better with 
full-scale test results. The lateral pressure in front of the pipe pile is far from uniform, 
especially below 1.0 m for the case analysed here. 
In the conventional design practice based on the p-y curve method, a constant 
representative value of~, between the peak and critical state is required to be selected. 
The initial modulus of subgrade reaction, which is not a fundamental soil property, is 
obtained from ~, and relative density. API (1987) recommended an empirical equation 
for estimating the representative value of~, as a function of relative density. However, 
the computation with this recommended value of ~,over predicts the maximum bending 
moment and lateral displacement (Rollins et al. 2005). Such limitations of the p-y curve 
method are overcome using FE modeling presented in this study. The input parameters 
required in FE analyses are fundamental soil properties such as friction angle, dilatancy 
and stiffness. 
The analysis in Chapter 4 consists of a series of finite element analysis of a suction pile in 
sand under oblique loading to estimate the pullout capacity. In this case, the FE results 
are compared with a series of centrifuge test results. A total of 25 cases are simulated to 
evaluate the pullout capacity of a suction pile under various loading condition. The sand 
is modeled by the Mohr-Coulomb model available in ABAQUS FE software. It is shown 
that the pullout capacity of suction piles increases as the mooring position moves towards 
the pile tip, and the 75% mooring line attachment gives the maximum pullout capacity 
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for the cases presented in this paper. Pullout capacity also decreases with the increase in 
loading angle. The shape of the soil failure wedge is dependent on mooring position and 
loading angle which has a significant effect on pullout capacity. 
5.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
In the present study, the response of long steel pipe piles and suction piles is simulated 
using commercially available ABAQUS FE software. A number of important features 
have been simulated in this study which cannot be performed using the conventional p-y 
curve method. However, there are some limitations of this study which might be 
addressed in future research. 
• The effects of post-peak softening should be incorporated in the analyses 
of suction piles. Because of significant mesh distortion finite element 
simulation usmg ABAQUS/Standard could not be continued until the 
ultimate resistance, especially for lower inclination angle. Advanced FE 
techniques for large deformation behaviour might be used for this. 
• Laboratory test should be conducted to develop the relationship between 
friction angle and dilation angle with plastic shear strain. The variation not 
only in triaxial conditions but also in other stress combination needs to be 
identified. 
• The analyses presented here are only for three piles: two long piles and 
one suction pile. Parametric study with different pile size should be 
performed. 
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• Only single pile under lateral load is modeled in the presented study. FE 
analyses of group piles under different loading conditions also need to be 
performed. 
• The effects of cyclic loading need to be considered to simulate more 
realistic conditions in offshore environments. 
• The author understands the effects of installation on pile capacity. 
However, it is difficult to model as it depends upon construction process. 
It could be considered in future studies. 
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ABSTRACT 
GEO 
MANITOBA 
BUILDING ON THE PAST 
This paper presents finite element analysis of a pile foundation in sand subjected to lateral load. Three-dimensional finite 
element analyses are performed for pure lateral load applied at the top of a free-head steel pile. THe commercially 
available software package ABAQUS/Standard is used in numerical analysis. The sand around the pile is modeled using 
the built-in Mohr-Coulomb soil constitutive model in ABAQUS.Numerical analysis isalso performed byusing 
anothersoftware LPILE, which is based on p-y curve. The finite element and LPILE results are compared with a full-scale 
test results. It is shown that the finite element method model better the pile-soil response under lateral load. 
RESUME 
Ce document presente !'analyse par elements finis d'une fondation sur pieux dans le sable soumis a une charge laterale. 
Tridimensionnelles analyse par elements finis sont executees pour une charge laterale pur appliquee a Ia partie 
superieure d'un pieu en acier sans tete. Le logiciel disponible dans le commerce ABAQUS I Standard est utilise dans 
!'analyse numerique. Le sable autour du pieu est modelisee en utilisant le modele integre dans le sol de Mohr-Coulomb 
constitutive dans ABAQUS. Analyse numerique est egalement realisee en utilisant un autre logiciel LPILE, qui est base 
sur Ia courbe p-y. L'element fini et les resultats sont compares avec LPILE un resultat d'essai a grande echelle. II est 
montre que le modele elements finis methode meilleure est Ia reponse du pieu-sol sous charge laterale. 
INTRODUCTION 
Lateral resistance and deflection of pile foundation are 
key design considerations in many civil engineering 
structures both in onshore and offshore environment. 
Wind, wave, earthquake and ground movement might 
create significant lateral load on pile foundations. 
Hansen (1961) proposed a method for estimatingthe 
ultimate lateral load resistance of vertical piles based on 
earth pressure theory. Broms (1964 a,b) also proposed 
methods for calculating ultimate lateral resistance based 
on earth pressure theory simplifying the analyses for 
purely cohesionless and purely cohesive soils for short 
rigid and long flexible piles.Meyerhof et al. (1981 , 1988) 
also proposed methods to estimate ultimate lateral 
resistance and groundline displacement at working load 
for rigid and flexible piles. 
Lateral deflection of pile headis one of the main 
requirements in the current design practice, especially in 
limit state design. Two approaches are available in the 
literature for modeling lateral load deflection behaviour of 
the piles. In the first approach the response of soil under 
lateral load is modelled by using nonlinear independent 
springs in the form of p-y curve, where p is the soil-pile 
reaction (i.e. the force per unit length of the pile) and y is 
the lateral deflection of the pile. Reese et al. (1974) 
proposed a method to define the p-y curves for static and 
cyclic loading. A modified version of Reese et al. (1974) is 
employed by the American Petroleum Institute (API 2000) 
in its manual for recommended practice. Both of these 
models have been implemented in the commercially 
available software LPILE Plus 5.0(2005).Ashour and 
Norris (2000) showed that their strain wedge (SW) model 
is capable ofevaluating some additional effects such as 
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bending stiffness of the pile, pile shape, pile head fixity 
and depth of embedment on p-y curves. The second 
approach is based on continuum modeling of pile and 
soil. Poulos (1971) presented finite element analysis of a 
single pile situated in an ideal elastic soil mass. Finite 
element analyses of single piles under lateral load have 
also been conducted by other researchers (Brown and 
Shie 1991 , Kimura et al. 1995, Wakai e1 al. 1999, Yang 
and Jeremic 2006). Brown and Shie(1991) performed 
three-dimensional finite element analysis by modeling the 
soil using von Mises and extended Drucker-Prager 
constitutive model. Trochanis et al. (1991 ) examined the 
effects of nonlinearity of the soil and separation or 
slippage between the soil and the pile surfaces.ln 
addition, there are some full-scale test results (e.g. Cox et 
al. 1974, Rollins et al. 2005, Ruesta and Townsend 1997) 
and centrifuge test results (e.g. McVay et al. 1998) 
available in the literatures which are used in previous 
studies for model verification. 
The purpose of this paper is to presents a series of 
three-dimensional finite element analysis of a steel pipe 
pile in sand under lateral load. The finite element results 
are compared with LPILE analysis, and also with a 
full-scale test results. The limitations of p-y curve method 
are discussed based on lateral response of the pile. 
2 FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING 
The numerical analyses presented in this paper are 
carried out using the finite element software 
ABAQUS/Standard 6.10-EF-1 . The modeling is done in 
Lagrangian framework. A soil domain of 15 m diameter 
and 30 m height as shown in Fig. 1 is modeled. The pile is 
located at the center of the soil domain. The size of the 
soil domain is sufficiently large and therefore boundary 
effects are not expected on predicted lateral load, 
displacement and deformation mechanisms. The bottom 
of the soil domain is restrained from any vertical 
movement, while the curved vertical faceis restrained from 
any lateral movement using roller supports. The 
symmetric vertical xz plane is restrained from any 
movement in they-direction. No displacement boundary 
condition is applied on the top, and therefore the soil can 
move freely. 
Two layers of soilare considered in this study:the 
upper 6m is medium dense sand and the lower 24m is 
dense sand. The sand is assumed to behave as anmodel 
available in ABAQUS FE software is used for modeling 
the behaviour of sand. Pile is modeled as an elastic 
material. The Coulomb friction model is used for the 
frictional interface between the outer surfaces of the pile 
and sand. In this method, the friction coefficient (IJ) is 
defined as IJ=tan(~~) , where ~~ is the pile/soil interface 
friction angle. The value of ~~ is assumed to be equal to 
O .?~' in this analysis. Considering the boundary conditions, 
geometry and loading conditions, the advantage 
ofsymmetry is used and only the half of the model under 
lateral load is analyzed. 
Figure 1 Finite Element Model with medium dense mesh 
Both soil and pile are modeled using the solid 
homogeneous C3D8R element, which is an 8-noded 
linear brick, multi-material and reduced integration with 
hourglass control. 
The numerical analysis consists of mainly two major 
steps: gravity step and loading step. In gravity step the 
soil domain is reached to the in-situ stress condition. In 
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loading step the lateral displacement in the x-direction is 
applied on thenodesat the top of the pile. 
2.1 Modelling of Pile 
A free-head steel pipe pile of 610 mm (24") outer 
diameter with g_53mm (3/8") wall thickness is modeled in 
this study. The embedded length of the pile is 21 .6 m. The 
lateral load is applied at 0.3 m above the ground surface. 
The pile is modeled as linear elastic material with modulus 
of elasticity (Ep) of 208x1 06kN/m2 and Poisson's ratio (vp) 
of 0.3. 
2.2 Soil Modelling 
The built-in Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model in ABAQUS 
is used for modeling the soil. The top layer of soil (0-6m) 
is medium dense sand which is modeled using the 
following soil parameters: angle of internal friction, ~'=35°; 
dilation angle, IJI = 5°; modulus of elasticity, Es = 60,000 
kPa; and Poisson's ratio, vp=0.3.The soil layer below 6 m 
is dense sand. The soil properties used for this layer are: 
~'=3g0 , 1J1 = go, Es = 60,000 kPa, and vp=0.3. The location 
of the groundwater table is at the ground surface. 
Submerged unit weight of 10.4 kN/m3is used for both soil 
layers.Geometry and mechanical properties used in the 
analysis are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1.Geometry and mechanical properties used in the 
analysis 
Pile: 
Length of the pile (L) 21 .6 m 
Diameter of the pile (D) 610 mm (24") 
Thickness of the pile (t) g_53 mm (3/8") 
Modulus of elasticity of pile (Ep) 208x 1 06kN/m2 
Poisson's ratio (vp) 0.3 
Soil (sand} 
Modulus of elasticity, Es 60,000kN/m2 
Poisson's ratio, Vs 0.3 
Submerged unit weight of soil, y' 10.4kN/m3 
Initial modulus of subgrade 
20000kN/m3 reaction (k) 
U~:mer soii(O to 6m de~th} 
Angle of internal friction ,~' P 35° 
Dilation angle, 50 
Lower soil(6 to 30m de~th} 
Angle of internal friction ,~' P 3go 
Dilation angle, IJI go 
2.3 Mesh Sensitivity Analysis 
The size of the mesh has a significant effect on finite 
element modeling. Often finer mesh yields more accurate 
results but computational time is higher. For successful 
modeling of load-displacement behaviour of piles under 
lateral load the top five to ten diameters depth should be 
properly modeled. Therefore, fine mesh is used for the 
upper 6 m soil and medium mesh is used for 6-21 m. For 
the soil layer below the pile (>21m depth) coarse mesh is 
used, as it does not have significant effects on load-
displacement behaviour. 
After several trial analyses with different mesh size, 
the optimum mesh is selected. Figure 2 shows the load-
displacement behaviour of the pile for different types of 
mesh. In the coarse mesh,a total of 12,021 elements, in 
the medium dense mesh 18,027 elements and in the fine 
mesh 24,096 elements are used. The distribution of mesh 
size is shown in Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 2 that the number 
of elements has negligible effect on force-displacement 
behaviour after medium dense mesh. Therefore, the 
analyses presented in the following sections are 
conducted using medium dense mesh with 18,027 
elements. 
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Figure 2 Mesh Sensitivity Analysis 
3 LPILE ANALYSIS 
Lateral loading analyses for single piles arealso 
conducted for staticloadingusing LPILE Plus 5.0 (2005) 
software. LPILE use finite difference method and the pile 
is modeled as a beam with lateral stiffness based on 
elastic modulus and moment of inertia of the pile. The 
nonlinear p-y curves are defined by usingthe method 
proposed by Reeseet al. (1974).1n this method the 
ultimate soil resistance per unit length of the pile can be 
calculated by using the angle of internal friction of the soil 
(4>') . The initial straight-line portion of the p-y curve is 
defined by using the modulus of subgrade reaction (k) . 
The typical value of kfor different values of 4>' and relative 
density is shown in Fig. 3 as recommended by the 
American Petroleum Institute (API, 2000). The value of 
kof 20,000 kN/m3is used in this study. 
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4 NUMERICAL RESUTLS 
In this study the fin ite element results are verified using 
the full-scale test results reported by Cox et al. (1974). 
The comparison is done only for single pile under static 
load. Cox et al. (1974) reported the results of a suit of fu ll-
scale lateral load tests in sand at Mustang Island. Testson 
single pile were conducted using a pipe pile of 61 Omm 
diameter and 9.53 mm wall thickness. A 9.75m length of 
the test pile near the ground surface was instrumented to 
obtain the response of the pile under lateral load. Lateral 
load was applied using a hydraulic jack at 0.3m above the 
ground surface. Data was collected for lateral load 
increments of 11.1 kN up to 66.6kN and then in increment 
of 5.56kN to a maximum lateral load of 266.9kN. 
Two boreholes were drilled near the test site. Field 
tests and laboratory tests on collected samples from 
these boreholes were conducted for soil characterization 
(Cox et al. 1974). The soil parameters used in the present 
study (Table 1) are based on this soil investigation report. 
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Figure 3Lateral Modulus of subgrade reaction (API 2000) 
4.1 Load-deflection curves 
Figure 4 shows the variation of lateral load with lateral 
displacement of the pile at the ground surface. The data 
obtained from full-scale test (Cox et al. 1974).) is also 
shown in this figure. As shown, there is a very good 
agreement between the full-scale test results and present 
fin ite element analysis. For comparison, the prediction 
using LPILE is also shown in this figure. 
In finite element analysis lateral displacement is 
applied at the top of the pile (0.3 m above the ground 
surface). The lateral load is calculated by adding 
horizontal component of nodal forces on all the nodes at 
this level. The lateral displacement at the ground level is 
calculated by averaging the lateral displacement of all the 
nodes of the pile at ground level. 
In LPILE the lateral load is applied on the top of the 
pile in 11 increments. The pile is divided into 100 small 
divisions. The lateral displacement at the ground surface 
is obtained from the displacement of the element at this 
level. 
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Figure 4 Comparison between numerical prediction and 
full-scale test result 
4.2 Bending moment withdepth 
Figures 5 to 8 shows the variation of bending moment 
with depth for the upper 6 m length of the pile. In the 
following figures the depth in vertical axis represents the 
distance from the top of the pile. Although the pile is 21 m 
length the variation of bending moment only for upper 6 m 
is shown because the maximum bending moment and its 
variation mainly occur in this zone. A total of 11 lateral 
load cases (33.4kN, 55.6kN, 77.8kN, 77.8kN, 101 .1 kN, 
122.3kN, 144.6kN, 166.8kN, 189kN, 211.3kN, 211 .3kN, 
244.6kN, and 266.9kN) are considered in this study. In 
finite element analyses the bending moment is obtained 
from the axial stresses in the pile. However, in LPILE it 
can be easily obtained as the pile is modeled as a beam. 
As shown in Figs. 5-8, for a given lateral load the FE 
modeling gives lower bending moment than that of from 
LPILE.For lower values of lateral load (e.g. 33.4 kN) the 
calculated bending moment using either finite element or 
LPILE is higher than the measured values. One of the 
reasons for this could be the selection of appropriate 
value of elastic properties for the soil at that 
levei.However, the finite element results are closer to the 
measured data points than LPILE results. The maximum 
bending moment using LPILE is10 to 20 percent higher 
than that of using ABAQUS. 
The depth at which the maximum bending moment 
occurs in finite element analysis is less than LPILE 
analysis. For example, the maximum bending moment for 
266.9 kN is at 2.5 m while it is at 3.0 m in LPILE analysis. 
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It is to be noted here that the pile is in elastic condition 
even at highest lateral load. The maximum bending 
moment for 266.9 kN of lateral load is 550 kN-m. This 
gives the maximum tensile/compressive stress of 
175MPa, which is less than yield strength of steel. That 
means, the analyses conducted in this study using elastic 
behaviour of the pile is valid even for highest lateral load. 
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4.3 Maximum bending moment 
Figure 9 shows the variation of the maximum bending 
momentwithlateral load. The maximum bending moment 
increases with increase in lateral load. At low values of 
lateral load, both finite element and LPILE compare well 
with measured values. However, at larger load the 
predicted maximum bending moment using LPILE is 
higher than the values obtained from finite element 
analysis and full-scale test data. 
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Figure 9 Comparison of Maximum moment vs. Lateral 
load in ABAQUS, LPILE and Cox et al. (1974) (Solid line 
is ABAQUS and dotted line is LPILE). 
4.4 Lateral displacement 
Figure 10 shows the variation of lateral displacement of 
the pile with depth for 11 load cases. The FE results are 
compared with the lateral displacement obtained from 
LPILE which are is also shown in this figure. As shown the 
lateral displacement obtained from FE and LPILE are very 
similar at low values of lateral load. However, at higher 
lateral load LPILE calculated higher pile head 
displacement. For example, for 266.9 kN lateral load, the 
FE calculated 35 mm and LPILE calculated 41 mm of pile 
head displacement. It is also to be noted here that the 
lateral displacement of the pile below 4.5 m is not very 
significant. 
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Figure 10: Lateral displacement of pile (Load 
cases:33.4kN, 55.6kN, 77.8kN, 77.8kN, 101 .1 kN, 
122.3kN, 144.6kN, 166.8kN, 189kN, 211 .3kN, 244.6kN 
and 266.9kN; solid lines for FE analysis, dashed line for 
LPILE) 
4.5 Soil reaction 
Lateral soil reaction (force per metre length of pile) is 
plotted in Fig. 11 . For clarity the calculated results for 5 
load cases are shown in this figure. In finite element 
analysis, the x-component (lateral) of nodal force is 
calculated first for all the nodes at a given depth. Dividing 
the sum of the nodal force in the x-direction by the vertical 
distance between two sets of nodes in the pile, the lateral 
soil reaction is obtained. In LPILE analysis the soil 
reaction can be easily obtained from the data file as it 
models thesoil as discrete springs. As shown in this figure 
that calculated soil reaction from both LPILE and FE is 
very similar up to the depth of 1.2 m. However, below 1 .2 
m the soil reaction obtained from FE analysis is higher 
than the reaction obtained from LPILE. Moreover, after 
reaching to the maximum value of soil reaction , it 
decreases quickly with depth in finite element analysis. In 
both analyses the maximum soil pressure was obtained at 
greater depth for larger value of lateral loads. Finite 
element also calculated lower negative soil reaction below 
approximately 5 m depth. 
It is to be noted here that Ramadan (20 11) conducted 
some centrifuge tests for estimating load capacity of piles 
in sand. The soil pressure diagram shown in Fig. 11 is 
very similar to his test results. 
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4.6 Shear forcein the pile 
Figure 12 shows the variation of shear force inthe pile with 
depth for five lateral loads. In finite element analysis the 
shear force is obtained by subtracting the sum of the x-
component of nodal force above the point of interest from 
the lateral load applied at pile head. As shown in Fig. 11 
that the calculated soil reaction in finite element is higher 
near the ground surface. Therefore, the shear force is 
decreased quickly in finite element analysis near the 
ground surface as shown in Fig. 12. The maximum 
negative shear force from LPILE analyses is higher than 
that obtained from fin ite element analyses. Below the 
depth of 9 m the shear force is negligible in both analyses. 
4.7 p-ycurves 
In the current practice the modeling of a laterally loaded 
pile is generally performed as a beam on elastic 
foundation which is represented by discrete springs. The 
soil springs are defined by using nonlinear p-y curves. 
The p-y curves for four depths are shown in Fig. 13. In 
LIPILE the p-y curve for a given depth can be easily 
obtained from the data file. In finite element analysis the 
soil is modeled as a continuum, not as discrete springs. 
The value of p at a given depth and lateral displacement 
is obtained from nodal forces and nodal displacement at 
that level, respectively. In this study the model proposed 
by Reese et al. (1974) for static lateral loading is used in 
LPILE analysis. The p-y curve in Reese et al. (1974) 
consists of four segments: (i) initial linear segment, which 
is mainly govern by k value, (ii) parabolic segment 
between the initial linear segment and lateral 
displacement of D/60, (iii) linear segment between lateral 
displacements of D/60 and 3D/80, and (iv) constant soil 
resistance segment after lateral displacement of 3D/80. 
Calculated p-y curves obtained from LPILE and FE are 
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Figure 12Shear force in the pile (Load cases:33.4 kN, 
100.1 kN, 144.6 kN, 189 kN and 266.9 kN; solid lines for 
FE analysis, dashed line for LPILE) 
also compared with measured data in the full-scale test 
(Cox et al. 1974). As shown in this figure, the p-y curves 
obtained from finite element analyses match better with 
the measure values. However, at lower depths and higher 
lateral displacements, the p-y curves obtained even from 
the finite element analyses do not match well with the 
measured values. One of the reasons could be the 
limitations of the Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model used 
in the present analysis. Advanced constitutive model for 
sand might give better results.Unfortunately, in most of 
the commercially available software, such as in ABAQUS, 
the advanced soil constitutive models are not 
implemented. 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
Most of the designers prefer p-y curve method to calculate 
the deflection of a pile under lateral load. Based on the p-
Y curve method the software package LPILE is developed 
in finite difference approach that is widely used in the 
industry for modeling lateral soil-pile response. The 
interaction between soil layers and pile/soil interface 
behaviour cannot be modeled using the p-y curve method. 
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The present study shows that some of the limitations 
of p-y curve method could be overcome by using 
continuum finite element analysis. Although the load-
deflection behaviour could be matched by using 
appropriate input parameters in LPILE,the finite element 
analysisgives better resultsnot only for the load-deflection 
behaviour but also for other responses such as bending 
moment profile and soil reaction. 
While this paper shows some advantages of finite 
element modeling, the Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model 
may not be the appropriate model for analysis of soil-pile 
response under lateral load. Moreover, constant modulus 
of elasticity and dilation angle are used in this study. The 
modulus of elasticity of sand generally varies with mean 
effective stress. Also, the dilation angle decreases with 
increase in plastic shear strain. The prediction might be 
better if these effects are considered in the analysis. 
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